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. Little Crow
STOP!? Stop this nonsense of
reading a passage, a sentence or a
word and making foolish conclusions. I am Hatonn, and I bring
you that which I have to offer--no
more and no less. Thank you for
reading all with an eye as to personal input--HOWEVER, remember that the writings ARE THE
WORD and are wt;itten for over 6
billion individuals. I am in receipt
of many letters wherein the author
demands to know why I am interested in your money to liow dare I
say I know what happens to a soul.
1know because I AM. We write on
all subjects--especially your security and privacy--BECAUSE THAT
IS THE .MOST REQUESTED.
YOU ARE STILL IN A TIME
WHEREIN THE WISH TO SAVE
A THOUSAND DOLLARS IS
MORE IMPORTANT TO YOU
THAN AN ETERNITY OF SOUL
EXPERLENCE. THECALLCOMPELS THE ANSWER! If you find
information that annoys or disPlease see HA TONN, next page
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May you have the courage and
thefaith to pursue your hopes and
dreams. May you dare to change
with an inner willingness which
truly remcts your spiritual center/
core, May your fear of being vulnerable dissipate with your taking
of risks. May your sacredness and
the difference you make, never be
more evident to you--than it is with
every breath we’re given. Mitak,
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This is the only subject Ishall take
up in today’s projections for I want it
documented as to event and date.
Then we shall move on with the subject of “Christianity” and on to the
CIA cult.
You will please recall that I told
you it is about time to introduce “the
touting of extraterrestrial hostilities”
from your governments to unite you as
nations into this One World Govemment--opened yesterday. You will
further recall that in about 1987 Reagan
made a petition to Soviet Russia to join
in a venture to secure the planet by a
defense system worldwide to PROTECT
YOU
FROM
Learn

Who.

the

Zionists Are
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YOU who continue to be honestly
irate regarding Zionism. I suggest
you study carefully ALL the information on the subject along with outside
confirmation. Then, remember--Zionists are usually NOT JEWS! In fact
the Elite controllers--ESPECIALLY
THE ZIONISTS--were “birthed as a
concept” from the Committee of 300
headed by the Crown of England-(hardly Jewish). If you cannot be
open enough to deal with these possibilities and investigate, then I have
nothing to offer you. I will not,
however, cease nor desist in bringing
the WORD for it is my mission and
your privilegeto deny it.

EXTRATERRESTRIALS.
The
speech got buried instantly--but we
wrote about it often in 1989-go--for
the purpose of THIS DAY, Feb. 1,
1992. You have now heard it announced and Yeltsin and Bush are
meeting this weekend to further detide restrictions on you-the-people.
The statement is that you will join
together to form a defensive shield
around your planet--and then in small
print--from outside attack. This is IT.
You will note two things, please.
1. The summation will be that it
is -to protect you from hostile extraterrestrials. That means in fact:

Bush and Yeltsin are at Camp
David with their Puppet-Masters this
very daY,and weekend, toget lnstructions completely straight--from the
Committee of 300. Majors is the
British puppet sent to call the meetings
as You noted ,YesterdaYYou will also note that three-quarters of the FPle question4 in New
York didn’t even know there was a
Summit meeting--even as they were
strarided in the stoppage of traffic.
Shudder now and get it over With--for
there is no more time for cowefing in
the fear bubble. You ones are going
to have to act now or you will forfeit

From the hosts of God come to
You of God Your time of actions.
havenoenemiesinspace-onlythose
Just as Bush is going to send the
who deny God and serve Evil have
Haitian refugees back to Haiti and to
enemies out here.

reclaim God’s people.

death--so will you be ending up in
internment
camps if you speak out.
2. The Russian Cosmospheres are
a real threat to your planet’sevil This is planned to come down soon so
coalition and now that here ARE you will act while YOU CZUl--itl
the
capabilities
of bringing &+ spheres name of the Constitution Or YOU will
down if found “in time”-- the shield be Gulsed to accept the COnStXpCnCeS
will give warning .
of your non-actions.
THE NETWORK (SHIELD) is
now in place--hooked upandtriedfor
eflcacy on January 1, 1992. You
will be able to see the connecting
towers all over your landscape. As a
note of attention--to ones in this
immediate area, there is one at the
cut-qff to tilifontiu City and another as you approach Bakersfieldto the left, headed into Bakersfield-off “58”. These towers are easily

recognized for they are of metal web
some 150 feet tall with short antennae
on a triangular platform-appearing
installation on the top and, just below,
an attachment that looks like the sign
of a fish, sans tail. Signals run through
the air, off satellites, across waters
and within the Earth itself.

Hope and Fear
2/l/92 #l HATONN

I am continually condemced for
bringing “fear” unto you-the-people.
Well, number one, no one is caused to .
even read the documents I bring.
Number two--I DO NOT BRING
FEAR! If you RECEIVE in FEAR,
that is your business--I bring HOPE
arising out of KNOWLEDGE SO
THAT YOU CAN ACT IN RECOGNITION OF YOUR ENEMY. I AM
COME TO SERVE GOD’S CAUSE
AND PEOPLE--IF YOU WISH TO
DENY ME-SO BE IT-PERHAPS
YOU CHOOSE TO NOT BE A
Please see FEAR, next pa@
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I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn,
:ornmnder in Chief, Earth Pro?ct Transition, Pleiades Sector
Qht
Command, Intergalactic
kderation Fleet. You may call me
Iatonn. I am come in service
Into the ONE GOD of Lighted
keation, and as “Host” unto
lis people who will be brought
nto His places long prepared for
is
‘OU. My own “Captain”
iananda, the Christed Being you
lave called by many names--now
Inetotally withCreator/Creation.
Sananda: simply meaning of/
rith God]. We are not “mystial” nor even “mysterious”
diens. We are the “Hosts” sent
n preparation for His return,
Bringers of Truth according to
Iis promise and to reveal the lies
‘oisted upon you to claim your
souls for the physical evil Elite
tontrollers.
We come in total
ove and without intent of force,
:oercion or judgii.
“Judging”
s a state of evaluation of self in
.he presence of Creator in which
uztiom in the physical experience
us evaluated.

The information within the doclments revealing Truth, THE
PHOENIX JOURNALS and LZB!XATOR, are the outlays of lies
md hidden facts for which you can
Find confirmation. If you don’t
know the problems and the source
3f the problems, you can have no
solutions.
I do not “channel”; I transmit
on a frequency attuned to my “receiver” who is simply a translator
of the pulses into English. This is
true of all receivers who receive
from any of this Command come
forth with God for this transition of
species and planet.
The receivers mostly have no
reference for material given until
after the giving and then, only for
their own confirmation and yours.
My petition is that you pay no
attention to this resource if it is
confusing and uncertain unto
you--LET
TRUTH
STAND
ALONE IN ITS PRESENTATION--THE REST WILL FOL
LOW IN PROPER SEQUENCE.

.
1

.

What Comrntinion %Ii& ‘Darkness”With Light
and
The Fellowship of Faiths
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Workers International Relief in 1933)
wrote a number of works including
one entitled “The Teachings of Marx
for BOYSand Gir1s”’ and seventeen
short works on sex for children which
were widely distributed. A survey of
those who attended the First World
Congress of the Fellowship of Faiths
reveals that all of the organizers and
speakers were Freemasons. We do
not simply make such a statement-they are listed on rosters and membership lists open for YOUR inspection.

Europe takes hold. Either you believe
that the CHRISTian religion is the
basis for your Constitution and stand
by that, or you will perish.

The Fellowship of Faiths, established as a Freemason front, formed
a new organization called the League
of Nations Union which played a
profound role in the influencing of the
missingfrom the Vietnam War, more outcome of the Paris Peace Confer-

Christ is God Incarnate, who
brought to your world a perfect system
of economics and politics, but which
have both become so prostituted as to
be virtually unrecognizable today. The
teachings of Christ in your spiritual,
political and economic life were at
onset an immediate remedy, nearing
perfection as a way of existing in
coalition with the Commandments of
God--IF followed. They are of extreme and unequaled value.

Dharma, allow us to move on with
[he subject of Christianity and other
“false” doctrines--made false by the
continued lying and deceit of evil
adversaries of God and God’s people.
Bishop Brown (an Atheist and
National Chairman of the Communist

MIA/POW
2/l/92 #l HATONN

I haven’t time to pursue this subject again, on this day. Just KNOW
that The Defense Department lists
2,267 u. S. servicemen as offing&

than 8, lOOfrom the Korean War and ence which, more than anything else,

nearly 75,000 from WorM War 11, guaranteed that there would be ansome of whom were released from other major war, the Second World
Nazi prison camps by Red Army sol- War.
diers at the end of the war but never
As Sir Francis Youngblood stated,
returned to the United States. This is
“It
(the
Fellowship) is here to provide
because they would have risen up
a
firm
spiritual
basis for the League of
against the government because they

KNEW the terrible
spiracy .

Iis and con- Nations.” We cm best judge what
KIND of spiritual basis was provided
simply by looking at the United Na&cJ@@ed
Pentagon records tions, successor to the League of Naalso indicate that, from 1950 to 1953, tions. It is within the confines of this
U.S. prisoners were shipped in tmins body and its religious executive comto Siberia from battlefields in Korea. mittee, the World Council of Churches,
Further, as infonation continues to that a revival of the Fellowship of
leak out of the fractured former So- Faiths as a One World Government
viet Union, more disturbing stories RELIGION is taking place.
are being reported.
I promise you, chelas, that what
is making its way to you is very
minima1 and grossly on the low side
of counting.
HATONN. cant .from previous page

tracts you--consider it any way in
which you wish . Thrtn. I suggest you
take up another subject which DOES
answer YOUR petitions. If, however.
you have seen fit to read a particular
JOURNAL relative to a particular
subject in point--I suggest that you
WANTED that information or you
would not have chosen the book-there ARE 50 (fifty) NOW FROM
WHICH TO CHOOSE. Thank yqu,,

CHRIST vs. CHRIST-ianitv-Christianitv

You in the West cannot afford to
turn a blind eye to this revival, which
is gathering momentum as the falsehood that Communism is dead in
FEAR. cont. from previouspage
CHILD OF GOD. PERHAPS YOU
ARE UNWILLING
TO GIVE UP
THE BREAKING OFGOD’S LAWS
rlND PREFER
TO BIND SELF
TIGHTER INTO THE TANGLED

WEB AND THAT, TOO--SO BE IT.
I OFFER--I DO NOT FORCE AND
THEREIN YOU WILL ACCEPT
YOUR OWN RESPONSIBILITYOF
CHOICES.

It is time that you take your stand
on Christianity and make it central to
the political and economic future of
your nation. It is also time you fully
recognize that that which is touted as
“Christianity”
by the so-called
“Christian leaders” isNOT CHRISTianity.

Christ remains without peer. I
said “CHRIST” in whatever form
presented within the Laws of God ad
Creation. Christianity, in Truth,has
no equal and no rival--by whatever
label that “Christ” was ‘called.
Christ’s enemies and the enemies of
the Christ&n church would have YOU
believe otherwise, hence the revival
of the Fellowship of Faiths as a One
World Government entity.
This is not a religious issue only,
it is a matter of the survival of your
nation as a REPUBLIC based upon the
laws of God, and NOT a democracy
based upon thevoted-in laws of MAN.
It is also a perfect economic system
which your forbears did all they could
to protect, for they knew full well that
once Indian Rabylonian “Capitalism”
gained ground. it would be but a short
time before’ the limited S’~tes 0-r
America, the greatest ax! mosi civilized country the world has ever
known, would perish. So be it.
Please see FAITHS, next page
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Lockerbie
Evidence
Was Faked
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It is now EXPOSED that U.S,
md British Intelligence investigators who linked Libya to the terrorist bomb that downed Pan An
flight 103 in 1988 were following 2
trail laid down by the Israel
Mossad. Israeli government source!
are THE ones that, after the transat
[antic airliner was disabled by an on.
board bomb and crashed into
Lockerbie, Scotland, killing 27(
people, fed a stream of secre
‘‘memoranda, documents and dthel
information on Libyan terrorism’
to the CIA and its British counter
part, known as Ml-5.
Yes, 1 will write of this as w(
move on to the subject of the CIAhowever, it bears mention hereir
because it is a blatant example of the
‘ ‘BLACKMAIL’ y abounding to co
erce your government to capitu
lation with Ariel (The Butcher) Sha
ron. The case in point, however
was set up and orchestrated by Brit
ish Intelligence working through MI
5.

Lincoln and Kennedy
Were Aware
2/1/92/#1 IIATONN

JFK CROSSED THE ELITE

Abraham Lincoln and John
Kennedy were two U.S. Presidents
who were assassinated for the cause of
justice. They knew what Babylonian
“Capitalism” had done and was doing to the country. Were these “perfeet” men?--NO--but they did see
beyond the immediate greed.

President John Kennedy also knew
that the Federal Reserve Board was
the absolute IlliIlatiOIlof the nation so,

Abraham Lincoln wrote.. . “We
gave the people of this Republic the
greatest blessing they have ever had-their own paper money to pay their
own debts. These were called ‘Greenbacks’.”

This gave Kennedy as President of
the United Statesp legal c1earance to
create interest-debt free money that
would belong to the People, and bypass the Babylonian Federal Reserve
Banks. On record is the fact that
!§4,292,893,825 of cash money was
issued. For this (and some other,
perhaPs lesser reasons) Kennedy was
brutally and mercilessly gunned down.
He had become an enemy of the Elite
“higher cabal” who run the United

On June4, 1963,Kennedy SilY~a

presidential document called Executive Order 1111, which further
amended Executive Order 10289 of
September 19th, 1951.

Lincoln caused to be printed
$449,338,902 of these dollars and
shortly thereafter the London Times
said that Lincoln’s action “was a
mischievous financial policy” and
called for the destruction of his gov- !jtates Of America*
emment.

WCC AND FCC
This most serious of all revolutionary attacks is the ongoing process
started with WeishauDt which has continued unbroken everiince 1776. 1776
was a significant year indeed. Leading the revolutionary assault is the
World Council of Churches (WCC),
formerly the Federal Council of
Churches (FCC), whose activities in
thepolitical
field
haveresulted in
profound changes in both politics and
economics. The WCC is not so fool* h as to believe that CHRIST-ianity
1s
belongs in the portals of the church.
The Federal Council of Churches
was Fn totally by radical anti-Christian groups--which its very constitution mandated, many of the radical
groups being members of the Third
International. The aim of the Third
International was to destroy ChristiThe Federal Council of
Churches was run by totally militant
revolutionaries.
anity.

NO 20 MILLION MEMBERS
The Federal Council of Churches
claimed 20 million members in its
hevdav. a claim which is a total lie.
Thk I$deral Council of Churches,
further, was financed through carefully disguised Communist front or-

Destruction Planned: U.S.
Constitution and Christianity gmizations2/l/92 AtAHATONN

decline. True CHRISTianity extends
well beyond theportals of any Church.
If you
your own destruction in the name of
“non-bigot” ‘‘non anti-Semite” and
“vote anythihg in as OK”. then you
are simply NOT CHRIST-ian--you
cannot have both--CHRlSTianity and
that which you tout are mutually exc1usive terms and opposites in definition.

The cover-up and blackmail i
running back to the feet of Bush am
Nixon and involves set-up for down
fall of these two for their major par
in the assassination of your Johl
Kennedy.

It is in this light that YOUare dutybound to regard the emergence of a
“new” One World Religion, which
seeks to destroy the Constitution and
then Christianity itself.

You are experiencing the fina
take-over plans unfolding of the AD
VERSARY OF GOD--TO TAKl
i”OTAL lUQ% CONTROL OF THI
PLANET AND ALL THING’S 01’
IT.

* TodaY3a strenuous and de1iberate
war is being waged against Christianity and that means against the foundations on which the institution of the
Republic of the United States of AmerThe “anti-Christian” crusade will
ica rests.
pick up speed as the big lie that
Communism is on the wane spreads
The forces supporting a One World throughout the world. With it will
Government seek to replace Christi- come a renewed cry for “e4udity,
anity with “isms” of all kinds, includar,d fraternity” and brothering Deism, which they want to estab- hood. T0 achieve this goal you will be
lish as a world religion.
told it is necessary for you to give up
“old ideas”--to establish a “fellowThe facts remain that it is not sh’ip of faiths”--and you will have to
“religion” which is at point herein, it give up Christianity.
is Christianity at stake. History reveals that when Christianity begins to
wane, civilization goes into a steep

simply

liberty

For those of you wishing to contact
TERRY, his address is:
P.O. Box 1369
Sun City, AZ 85372

FAITHS, cont. Ji-om previous page
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The FCC was active in setting the
stage for the plague of homosex&ty
and lesbianism which has descended
upon your lands. The FCC published
explicit sex instruction of an abominable kind. It is from this beginning
that the WCC picked up on ‘‘homos”
and “lesbia.ns” and promoted this
filth, and have ever since fully support4 same. Again, it goa beyond
my measureof “preference” and into
a direct negation of the NATWL4L,
LAWS OF CREATION.
Sexual
preference has nothing to do with
anything. IT IS THE “ACTIVITY”
ASSOCIATEDWITHTHAT PREFERENcE THAT IS THE EVIL
SHROUD OF CONTROLOVER AN
INDIVIDUAL. Sharing the emotion

of “love” does not spread fatal disease--THE PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
PRACTICED UNNXTI-IAT PRQCLAMATION

ARE ’ WHAT

IS

‘&WRON.G*‘. A man “LOVING”
another man is not the point at issue for
love is always abundantly wondrous-Please see FAITHS. next page

it is the intentional debasement of all
that is holy about an individual in his
mostwondrousability tocreate--which
is “wrong”.
“Well, Hatonn, we
havearighttodoanythingweplease,”
you say. I respond: YOU MOST
CERTAINLY DO AND LOOK
WHERE IT HAS GOTTEN YOU
AND YOUR CIVILIZATION!
What was the objective of this
push? it was the destruction of Western morals as epitomized by 90% of
the filth turned out by “Hollywood”.
And WHO runs Hollywood? Look
again!
The FCC wasbacked from upstart
by the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU). Anyone of substance who
attacked the FCC and the Fellowship
of Faiths, soon found themselves in
trouble in the courts. The same holds
good today, and any patriot who openly
conflicts with ACLU ideas will soon
find himself on the receiving end of
lawsuits of all kinds.
The Fellowship of Faiths in its
revived and revised form is concentrating on making and consolidating opinions for the Christian
Church worldwide. One of the strongholds of the Fellowship of Faiths is the
Bahai Movement.
Let us stop here, for those of you
who are not familiar with the “Bahai
Movement”.

guishable, it is no wonder that the
Bahai religion became a world force
with which to be reckoned in such a
short time.
GOD OR MAN?
You who again take exception
because I have walked across your
toes and pinched your conscience-come, come--how would you know
otherwise about these shackles thrust
upon you? GOD IS TOTALLY OPEN
AND WITHOUT SECRETS! NO
SECRET PLACES AND NO SECRET “ORDERS’‘--NO SPECIAL
PERSONS ONE ABOVE ANOTHER
AND NO SPECIAL RITUALS
WHICH SET ONE ABOVE ANOTHER.
GOD IS EQUALITY,
OPEN FOR ALL AND TOTALLY
JUST. IF THIS DEFINITION FITS,
IN TOTALITY, YOUR CHURCH
CLUB--THEN WHAT HAVE YE
ABOUT WHICH TO COMPLAIN?
WHO HAS THE MONEY IN YOUR
CHURCH? WHOSE MONEY DO
THEY HAVE? I THOUGHT AS
MUCH! WHO SETS THE RULES
AND DOCTRINES
IN YOUR
CHURCH? WHO IS GIVEN INSTRUCTIONS (ORDERS) TO FOLLOW THOSE RULES AND DOCTRINES? YOU, PERHAPS?? GOD
HAS NO SET OF RULES FOR THE
ELITE AND ANOTHER FOR YOU!
IF THIS IS NOT TRUE IN YOUR
CHURCH, I SUGGEST YOU LOOK
MORE CAREFULLY AT “WHO”
IS BEING USED AS THE FOOL!

BAHAI MOVEMENT
The movement was started in 1844
in Persia (Iran), by Mirza Ali
Muhammad. He was also known as
“Bab” or “Gate”. Unfortunately for
Muhammad, in 1850 he was shown to
be quite mortal and was shot at Tabriz
for his ‘ ‘revolutionary activities”.
Bahaism teaches that Zoroaster,
Buddha, Confucius and Jesus Christ
wereleaders whoprepared the way for
the coming of the Mighty World Educator “Baha u’lla (The Glory of God)
whose forerunner was Abdul Baha
who died in 1921.
TheBahai Movement isvery strong
in Iran, Australiaand Britain, What is
worthy of attention is that Bahaism is
merely FREEMASONRY WEARING
A DISGUISE, AS IS, LET US SAY,
MORMONISM AS PRACTICED IN
THE SECRET INNER-SANCTUARIES, and since Masonry and
Theosophy are virtually indistin-

I speakofthe “doctrinesand rules”
of ANY so-called group. Who makes
the rules and who has to follow them?
God speaks equally unto ALL--so
who has right to decide the rules FOR
you? I care not whether ye are in the
I AM group, the Mormon, the Baptist
or the Church of England. If MAN
makes the doctrines and rules--it is
MAN’S cult. If GOD is within the
group--the rules are for ALL, totally
JUST--and
follow
the Commandments. Look, therefore, at that
which you espouse as your “faith and
belief’ and see how it measures up to
these simple guidelines. If YOU have
given your power, assets and faith into
the hands of MEN then so shall ye
perish at the hands of MEN. STOP
BLAMING GOD FOR THAT
WHICH YOU HAVE CHOSEN.
BEHIND THE ECOLOGY
MOVEMENT
In the United States of America

and spreading into the global realms,
the ecology shock troops who will be
unleashed in an all-out war against
industry, has thousands of Bahais in
its ranks. It is here where the revived
“Fellowship of Faiths” will take
greater hold. The ecology shock troops
will be used in much the same manner
as theDantoon-Marat Paris street mobs
were used in the Reign of Terror
during the French Revolution. The
major thrust of the ecology movement
is NOT to bring balance unto the
planet but rather, power unto the Elite,
get rid of industry and glean material
wealth unto selves.

greatly influencedthedegeneratescottish Rite Master Mason Albert Pike
who was one of Mazzini’s advisers
and probably Mazzini’s closest confidant. Blavatsky ran the Theosophist
Society up to the time of her death in
189 1,
ANNIE BESANT

Her mantle was picked up by Dr.
Annie Besant. Mrs. Besant was CoMason under the control of the Grand
Orient Lodge in Paris, which made
her a Vice President of the Supreme
Council and Grand Master of the
Supreme Council for Britain. It is
The Bahai Movement claims to be here where the convergence of Freethe perfect unity of all religions, an masonry, Theosophy and Fellowship
idea which Freemasonry projected in of Faiths is clearly recognizable.
the past and continues to do, although
you will find not as openly as it once
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE
FELLOWSHIP OF FAITHS?
did in its articles in the American
Freemasonic publication, TheBuilder.
As for the Bahais, they say that MaShortly before the close of the
sonry sprang from their religion--so First World War it became virtually
there you have it by their own disclo- indistinguishable from world Zionism
sure. Factually, it is not accurate but and following the close of that war,
it points out even more blatantly, the emerged as the League of Nations.
Then just before the Second World
direction of thrust.
War it surfaced in the Bahai MoveMadamHelenaPetrovnaBlavatsky ment, and in England as the Oxford
greatly favored the Bahai Movement, Group, which was succeeded by Moral
so it is worthwhile to include a short Rearmament.
statement of ‘facts concerning this
Following the close of the Second
woman in point, probably the most
remarkable charlatan in recent times. World War, it played a major role in
the formation of the United Nations
and
penetrated the American political
HELENA PETROVNA
scene through the liberal left, where it
BLAVATSKY
was allied to student revolutionary
Blavatsky got her start through groups anJ a number of political orgaHerbert Burrows who promoted her nizations such as the following:
through the Society for Physical Re* The League for Industrial Desearch which was a select club for the
mocracy.
aristocracy, the rich and politically
powerful of Victorian London. She
* Social Democrats U.S.A.
was later described by H.G. Wells, a
* Institute for Policy Studies.
* NATO, Political Wing.
member of the Society for Physical
* Club of Rome.
Research, as “one of the most accom* The Cini Foundation.
plished, ingenuous and interesting
* Cambridge Policy Studies Inimposters in the world”.
stitute.
* Anti-Defamation Fact FindMadam Blavatsky was initiated
into the Carbonari by Mazzini, a leading League.
* Committee for a Democratic
ing Freemason in Italy who claimed
Majority.
he received information from the
* The United Nations.
“Mahatmas”. Blavatsky was a close
T The Lucis Trust.*
associate of Garibaldi and was with
* New Democratic Coalition.
him in the battles at Viterbro and
* War Resisters League.
Mentana.
* The Aspen Institute.
* Stanford Research Institute.
She was greatly influenced by
* Greenpeace.
Victor Micah1 and his circle which
included Rivail, all of whom were
&ac~rly Gul191. L&*T~t
revolutionaries and Freemasons of the
be!i&
Lucis )I?k &yw -he dew$$)
Grand Orient. She is reported to have
Please see FAITHS, nextpage
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The Fellowship of Faiths is a
project of the “Olympians” , or if you
prefer, the Committee of Three Hundred. This ensures that spokespersons
for some of the richest and most
powerful corporations in the world
will actively promote the Fellowship
of Faiths’ aims.
The Tavistock Institute will do its
share by promoting a new breed of
rock singers whose lyrics will bring
the message of a universal religion-and I believe you will already find that
prevailing. This has been in the works
for the past two years as the next step
in the take-over and Global domination moves forward. It will be used to
quiet the wave of resentment sweeping through America over the horrifying and explicit rock lyrics promoting
sex, drugs, suicide, murder and the
worship of Satan.

Page 5
NBC and CBS,,it can be fully expected
to have a mushrooming of religious
programs which will be used as trial
balloons to test support for the idea of
a One World Religion--and, I can
promise you NOW--it will be picked
up and touted in wonderment by the
Trinity Broadcasting System throughout the world. This will be in full
supportofa “rapture” andOne World
Religion.
The same Madison Avenue propagandists who sold the American
public the idea that Gorbachev is quite
different from his predecessors, have
almost completed their draft of how
the media will handle the onslaught
against Christianity.

Just as the American people were
sold the idea that it was better to let
Lithuania go to the wall rather than
upset the good relations between
Moscow and Washington, so too, will
you be sold the idea that it is better to
Tavistock is owned by the Eagle sacrificeChristianprinciplesifitmeans
Star Group, so it is assured of un- thatpeacewilldescendupontheworld.
limited funding for the “Aquarian”
assault on Christianity. The Canadian
The Social Science new scientists
and British Broadcasting Services, and the theologians of Liberation Theunder the direction of the Queen of ology will be trotted out, one by one,
England, will throw their consider- to convince the skeptics that this is
able weight behind the Fellowship of indeed a step forward for humanity.
Faiths. You will see hundreds of They will be backed by Judeo-ChrisChristian ministers who should know tian ministers who will jump on the
better get sucked into the Fellowship bandwlgon in haste to join the “modof Faiths, or whatever its new name em” movement.
will be to shroud Truth.
BEHIND THE PUSH
The interlocking families of giant
companies owned by the “OlympiOnly it is not a modem movement,
ans” can beverified by paging through but the revival of ancient ideas whose
Standard and Poors, Dun and origins are lost in antiquity. The
Bradstreet and the American and Brit- “ecology” movement will feature
prominently in coming events, under
ish WHO’S WHO.
the direction of Atlantic Richfield
This hasbeen explained many times company chairman, Robert 0. Anderbut you can’t seem to integrate it into son, a protege of Robert Maynard
fact--Everything that happens in the Hutchins, probably the closest colpolitical wing, even of NATO, is laborator whom H.G. Wells ever had.
controlled

by the “Olympians”.

Thus you can expect the reorganized
NATO to continue being used to promote the Fellowship of Faiths, as it
rapidly gains the upper hand of the
military wing,
’

son is a high ranking inner-core mem- Cardinal Vilot, the then Secretary of
ber of the Scottish Rite of Freema- State, to immediately rid the Vatican
sonry.
of Masons. Pope John Paul I was
poisoned the same night he gave the
Anderson’s influence reaches far order to Vilot.
beyond the shoresof the United States.
In 1976, Anderson bought the ObCardinal Vilot died a short while
Server Ltd. newspaper and installed later under very suspicious circumClubofRomemembersandOne World stances as well. When Pope John Paul
Government
officials
Thorton
II took over the papacy, the long
Bradshaw, David Astor, Sir Mark tradition of carrying out the wishes of
Turner and Frank Stanton to run it. the previous Pope was dropped.
Vatican Freemasons remain more
Allied with this group of “envi- firmly entrenched than ever before.
ronmentalists” is a powerful dope
(drug) hierarchy which includes
On the advice of one of these, or
Kleinwort Benson. Turner is on the perhaps even a number of Masons, the
board of the Royal Institute for Inter- Pope chose Velehrad in Czechoslovanational Affairs, and chairman of Bank kia as the site for the Synod. Velehrad
of America, the Toronto Dominion is where the tomb of St. Methodius
Bank and the National Cash Register lies, who, along with his brother, St.
Company.
Cyril, Christianized the Eastern regions.
These facts are offered to give you
avery ciear understanding ofthe forces
A significant comment was made
arrayed on the side of the Fellowship by the President of Czechoslovakia,
of Faiths in the coming onslaught Vaclave Havel, also a Mason, who
against Christianity.
stated: “I dare say that in this moment
I am participating in a miracle. The
In the Soviet Union, Mrs. Risa miracle is that, in the country devasGorbachev had been coordinating unity tated by the rule of the ignorant,
with the Russian Orthodox Church arrives a messenger of love.”
and her so-called Cultural Society and
is linked to many of the above orgaSpeaking to students at St. Charles
nizations through Armand Hammer University, Pope John Paul II said:
and David Rockefeller. Thus the “If Europe’s historical memory does
stage is set for the renewal of the not reach beyond the ideals of enlightenment, its new unity will have superFellowship of Faiths.
ficial foundations. ” This is exactly
During the historic meeting be- the situation the Fellowship of Faiths
tween Gorbachev and Pope John Paul hopes and expects to create.
II, it was Gorbachev who proposed a
Continuing, Pope John Paul II
religious “summit” between the Eastem religions in his country and the said, “Christianity, brought into this
West. This was enthusiastically re- continent by the Apostles and peneceived by the Pope. Does not the trated into various parts by the actions
entire scenario smackoftotal deceit as of Benedict, Cyril, Adalbert, and
the two proclaimed “religious” be- countless hosts and saints, is at the
liefs are totally opposing in nature and very roots of European culture.”
Whew, I don’t think I recognize any of
fact?
them as among Cod’s Hosts.
POPE JOHN PAUL II
Now the Pope was not talking
What Pope John Paul II has in about ANY OTHER RELIGION.
mind differs from what Gorbachev Pope John Paul II wasexplaining how
and the Fellowship of Faiths expect to Christianity had made it possible for a
achieve and, as there are at least 120 Europeancivilization togrow. Hedid
high-ranking Masons in the Vatican, not say.that this growth was due to the
it is the Fellowship of Faiths which Albergensians or the Cathars; it was
will infiltrate and dominate proceed- Christianity alone that had brought
about the development and civilizing
ings of the Synod.
of Europe.
POPE JOHN PAUL I

Anderson went to school with Mrs.
Katherine Meyer Graham, mistress of
the Washington Post, and you can
expect to seea flurry of articles appear
in that paper, all in support of the
Fellowship of Faiths or whatever it is
Everything can be traced back to decided upon by which to label it.
the founders, corporate officers and
Anderson is the controlling light
board members and owners of the
multinational banks and companies of behind “Earth Day”, whose shock
the Committee of Three Hundred in troops have already launched a series
the London centered bankers, traders of attacks on industrial targets and has
and international drug traffickers.
What happened to good Pope John
extensively funded “Friends of the
Earth” and the United Nations Con- Paul I? He lost his life (death by
As this includes the BBC, ABC, ference on the Environment. Ander- murder) because he gave orders to

Please see FAITHS, next page
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ANTI-CHRISTIANITY
WORK

AT

It is now the destruction of this
once unifying force that the Fellowship of Faiths has determined to destroy. This is a movement identical to
the one in America that led Henry
Steel Olcott and George H. Fell to
form the Theosophy Society of
America as a force to counter the
spread of CHRIST-ianity . This force
is again at work in full-force and
intent.
The new “club name” will be
changed at an appropriate time to push
you off the track--so watch for the
underlying intent of what you are
given.
1992--A KEY YEAR

New Constitution: Death of Freedom
213192 #I

HATONN

I have a couple of points to share
and then we will move right along
with our subject of the CIA. We will
have a week of harassment in which
our writing may be limited for Dharma
has a jury trial “trailing” from day to
day. The point of trial is interesting-it is to, finally, after over three years,
decide whether or not there was a
property sale as advertised at City Hall
onMay24,1988. Thisisnicebecause
after half a million dollars and 150
~‘motions,, .
in court--we finally get
around to the original point of this
case. And, how many of you still feel
you have a good judicial system?
Moreover, one cannot even know the
actual day of trial which adds to the
expense and burden of lawyers and
witnesses who have to stand-by. Yes,
thisis theSAMEcase which “trailed”
day to day for a month at the Christmas Season.

This year is a very crucial and
critical period in the road toward the
One World Government. KNOW that
this thrust under the guise of peace and
religion is in no-wise a “religious”
NEW CONSTITUTION--DEATH
matter. The ramifications of this are
OF FREEDOM
so vast as to boggle the mind and it will
affect every facet of your lives and the
How can this type of thing come to
lives of generations to follow. It is
be? Very easy--very easy indeed.
actually THE key factor as to whether Everything is done behind your back
or not your nation will survive!
or in such manner as nothing seems
what it actually is. Your President just
Dr. Coleman has graciously
made a speech in which he gave you
given us a chart of organizations,
several irrefutable FACTS--how many
past and present, allied with the
did you catch? He told you that it
Fellowship of Faiths. It follows.
didn’t matter whether or not you like
what he does, he will do that which he
I am in great appreciation to this
chooses to do and he does so with the
belovedright arm of God who shares
authority of the Constitution: “I know
irrefutable
information
and remy authority,” he has said to you
search--in proof for you readers. It
flatly and bluntly. He also told you
will be ones such as he, to whom the
that 30 states had “approved my prolegacy of freedom upon your globe
gram” and mumbled “constitution”
shall be owed.
several times--THAT, however, is the
New States and the New States
WHAT LEGACY WILL YOU Constitution. I will. list some of the
LEAVE UNTO THIS PLANET AND articles in that “Constitution” in a
YOUR GENERATIONS TO COME? minute for it is before Congress for
SO BE IT.
ratification. In fact, I shall do better
than that, we will simply reprint an
Hatonn to clear, please. In love article by James J. Kilpatrick regardand communion I take leave.
ing the issue in point. He also showed
you within hours, his intent to be a
HIGH Mucky in the United Nations
Government (New World Order Global Government) which was called by
Great Britain on Friday last--the first
gathering of the big players. Have you
been totally “had”?
I suppose it
remains to be seen but it surely doesn’t
look good, does it?

QUOTE:
James J. Kilpatrick, Universal
Press Syndicate, Washington (Date-

line missing):
First things first. The first question to be asked of any proposition that
comes from the United Nations is:
Who needs this?
The Senate Foreign Relations
Committeerecently revived the U.N. ‘s
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. For some reason
known only to himself @I: No, on
orders from the ‘cCommittee”.],
Chairman Claibome Pell, D-R.I., is
hot to get the agreement through the
Senate. Presumably it will make him
feel good. That is certainly a noble
purpose, worthy of universal support,
but apart from the senator: Who needs
the thing?
Not the United States of America.
This gauzy document has the gummy
feeling of a wet spiderweb. Friends of
the covenant say it merely restates the
great principles of our own Bill of
Rights and extends them throughout
the world. Ifthis were true,ratification might be defended.

understand that THIS is the way
you are sucked-in.
Murder by
“law” is still murder and so is
murder of children. But, that is not
the point--this is something that
you-the-public can see and like and
demand. The point is: “It is against
the laws set by half your states.
Bight or wrong--you are removing
the right of sovereign lawmaking
and placing it in the hands fully, of
the New World Government (UN) .]

Article 10.3 said the juvenile offenders “shall” be segregated from
adults. This may be sound penology,
but it is not always possible to arrange
confinement so conveniently. [H:
Further, this demands that some
very hardened criminals on the upper edge of the “age-line” are always present to further “train” the
younger children.]

Article 14.1 says that the press
may be excluded
from otherwise
public trials “for reasons of morals,
public order.. .or when the interest of
the private lives of the parties so
require. ” These are rubber-band reasons; they could be stretched to encompass the proceedings of any kangaroo court anywhere.

Article 17.1 is altogether typical
not true. The covenant at- of the fog that envelops the United
tempts to echo our Bill of Rights but it Nations: “No one shall be subjected
yodels off-key. A dozen provisionsto arbitrary or unlawful interference
are worded with such feckless inepti- with his privacy, family, home or
Please see il.N., next page
tude that they virtually invite the embrace of pettifogging lawyers everyAPELOEI’lTKJOW&
where. [H: But after all-what else
It is

do you have in government?]

The United Nations adopted the
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
in December 1966. [Oops! Oops?]
President Carter sent it to the Senate in
February 1978. [Double Whammy!]
The Foreign Relations Committee held
three days of hearings in November
1979. The document had been waiting there “doggo” until this past
Nov. 20, when Sen. Pell came to life,
or appeared to do so. It is not always
easy to tell! [H: NEVER trust a
sleeping viper.]

Article 6.5 would prohibit capital
punishment for crimes committed by
persons under 18. The provision
would trespass upon the laws of half
our states--laws that have been upheld
by the Supreme Court. m: You must

New Book Release
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serts a full-blown right to freedom of
expression ,for “ideas of all kinds”.
correspondence, n6r to unlawful at- oh en the covenant takes it ALL
BACK in 19.3. Freedom of exprestacks On his honor and reputation.”
[H: Anyone heardthat before? Who sion may be subject to such restricdf~ide~ onckumstanc&
you got- tions as are “necessary” to respect the
it!]
reputations of others and to protect
public morals. m: A mutually ex-

Honor and reputation? In the elusive statement if I ever heard
context of criminal libel, what does one!]
this language mean? The provision
evokes fragrant memories of the SediThere is more. A feel-good protion Act of 1798, which sought to vision in Article 20 would prohibit
punish anyone who engaged in ‘‘false, *‘any propaganda for war". Let the
scandalous and malicious writings’ ’ senator square that curious clause with
about the president and members of our commitment to freedom of speech
COngreSS. A Virginia editorlWl'led and fr&omofthepreSS. 6‘Everyone
Callendar called John Adams a ‘‘pro- shall have the right to hold opinions
feSSiOndaristocrat” and wound Up on without interference. ‘3 What is meant
trial. Who needs this?
by “interference”?

mands steps “to ensure equality of rations and statements. Their effect
rights and responsibilities of spouses would be to ratify the covenant by
as to marriage, during marriage and at nullifying its most potent provisions.
its dissolution.” How did this get to
The Schifter package raises a fair
be the business of the United Nations?
[H: It is already the business of the question: If the UN covenant is acUN--they passed the confounded ceptable only with so many “reservapaper--they now want your Con- tions”, why adopt it at all? why go
gress to also pass it “against” the through the dumb show? Well, we are
people of the United States--thereby told, 99 other nations already have
negating your Constitution and Bii ratified the thing, and it would be
of Rights. Moreover, Bush already politically correct for us to join the
hasstructured your government and agreeable gang.
does business under those new Artitles and Constitution. YOU ARE
IN IT!]

That strikes me as the worst of all
reasons for adding this covenant to the
supreme law of our land. If we don’t
At the November hearing, Rich- need it, we ought not to buy it.
ard Schifter from the State Department
END OF QUOTING
spoke for the Bush administration. He
presented a comprehensive package
Please see U.N., next page
Had enough? The document de- of reservations, understandings, decla-

In Article 19.2 the covenant as-

THE FELLOWSHIP OF FAITH!
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- Promotion to Dissol’veCIA
2/3/92 #l HATONN
Yes, to your question of, ‘‘Haven’t
you heard of the probable dissolution
of the ClA?” Yes, and frogs don’t
have warts! Do you really think the
criminals are going to get rid of the

Japan
213192#l HATON-N
The Japanese made it official-THEY DON’T LIKE yQU AMERICANS! YOU ARE CERTAINLY
NOT GOING TO HAVE ECGSince the
NOMIC RECOVERY.
highest officer in the Japanese govemment denounced you and your work
ethics, etc., I would suggest that much
pressure has been brought to bear on
buying your worthless bonds and debts
and Japan again said “No-way--ah3” -Why would Japan buy your
;oducts? YOU WON’T! Why would
you expect, as with autos, for them to
buy your cars at higher price and with
a steering wheel on the wrong side of
thecar? Further, if they buy “luxury”
cars, they want what your Elite want-Mercedes, Rolls and BMWs. Who are
you kidding, America, except selves!?!

The CIA was called
GSS before it was called CIA and
MANY ORGANIZATIONS OF THE
CIA ARE CALLED By ALL SORTS
OF CUTE NAMES LIKE ENTERpmSE, BAY OFPIGS, MONGOOSE
AND THUS AND SO. There are
secret groups that are so secret that the
members do not even know for whom
they work. Let me give you a hint-just as with the Anti-Defamation
League that you thought originated in
Israel by Jews and involves “Jews”.
,No, it was conjured by Zionists and
British Intelligence--Zionists
are
RARELY “Jews” in the higher levels
of the organizations. You are going to
find British Intelligence operations at
the upstart of EVERY public demonbody-guards?

stration grouparound the world. YOU You are in critical circumstances*
wantnamesandplaces? Get Coleman’s Things are not going well in the popubook--it will be out soon. I will effort 1aritY department of Bush and he
t0 simultaneously list the PartiCipantdoesn’t care except that evil works in
members currently in service of the the darkness and areas of deceit. It is
beast, in order to protect his sources. always easier if your victim likes and
Publicity is the only measure of shield- tll& YOU. To pullthis massive World
ing against these secret workers in Government off as if it is your goddarkness. Justas with Oliver Stone-- send YOU must now have an incident t0 ’
if he ended up dead or injured--you either bring about a war and/or total
would know the adversary did it and collaPse of Your economy so that You
that is not the way the adversary come under indisputable EXECUTIVE
works. Publicity of the WORD is the ORDER AND EMERGENCY
security which will shield you from REGULATIONS. Bush still has that
power from the Gulf War--and told
your enemy.
you so iu his speech. But he really
needs more than simple POWER to
ELITE TACTICS
bring you around and into control.

You must KNOW, citizens, that

“JFK” Documents Release and Liberty Lobby
2/3/92 #l HATONN

I have spoken of causes for these
documents to be sealed for the lifetime
of the current generation to hide truth.
Not that there is anything left in the
documents to give truth, but rather,
you must demand release of ALL
secret documents.

I have no intent of getting into
“Liberty Lobby” (through the Spotlight). The very term “lobby” distresses me. However, I am asking the
Constitutional Law Center to find out
what they can and see if there is reason
to work with them. You have to be
prepared, public, for great distractors. Number one, for you who have

U.N., cont. from previous page

If you cannot see what is afoot,
then I can’t help you very much, dear
ones. This actually gives all govemment, all laws made or ever to be made
into the hands of your enemies and
prevents you from so much as uttering
a sound against them--or be shot. This
isexactly how the “Control of Speech”
got passed in Canada, Germany, etc.,
regarding your inability to disagree
with any statement other than the
“ORTHODOX JEWISH” projection
of either Zionism, religion as regards
Jews, and/or the Holocaust. The Jews
and Zionists can speak against, and
pass laws against, EVERY other
group of persons on the globe--BUT
YOU CANNOT! YOU HAD BET-

TER PAY ATTENTION BECAUSE
“HATE
THE
SO-CALLED
CRIMES” BILL MAY ONLY BE
YOUR RESTRICTION AND NEGATION OF YOUR FIRST AMENDMENT BILL OF RIGHTS.
YOU
ARE DEALING HERE WITH THE
NEW CONSTITUTION IN FULL
FLOWER? All I can do is remind
you--please go read R.R.P.P. several times!
:_ I ,‘ 12*,s... . . . . . c I_,

Please see CIA, page IO

White House Blocks Gritz
213192 #l HATONN

that you will come to life and REALLY DO SOMETHING FOR
Freedom? Freedom of speech? YOUR PEOPLE AND NATION!
You had better look again. Orders REMEMBER: YOU TOOK AN
from the White House Commander and Chief (Bush, in case you

OATHTOD~YOURCO~TRY FROM ITS ENEMIES BOTH

forgot) have b=n *nt

WITHIN AND WITHOUT! YOU

to every

Veteran’s group around the na- WISED YOUR HAm TO THE
tion--” TO BOYCOTT
CoL= SQUARE AND VOWED THIS
GRITS?!” Already, in Arizona, at 0ATHUNTo~DAlq-J
NATION.

two meetings last week, the edict
was read and guards were posted to
ensure its effectiveness. I believe
you can easily see that GRITZ IS AN
EFFECTIVE WEAPON AGAINST
YOUR NATION’S DEATH. How
Willitwork out? Will sanity prevail?
I don’t know and I doubt it--in that
order of response. Do YOU see your
nation and/or government moving
TOWARD recovery? I thought not.

HOW MANY OF YOU WILL R&
CLAIMTHATHONORSTR~PPED
FROM YOU By THE CHEATS
AND COWARDLY C~MINALS
CALLED GOVERNMENT?
IF
NOT YOU--WHO? CAN THIS
LITTLE GRANDMOTHER DO IT
FOR YOU? ~01 AND, NEITHER
SHALL WE QF THE HOSTS--WE
WILL BUT SHOW YOU THE
WAY, TELL YOU THE TRUTH
FROM THE LIES AND WALK
The Veterans are most certainly WITH YOU EVERY STEPOF THE
not showing the same valor as pre- WAY--BUT you MUST DQ IT!
sented in war--or are they? I believe

been solicited from that source for
great sums and contributions, why?
There is not just one focus in point
herein. The “point” is morelikely to
be that documents uncovered will be
worse than the Warren Report in conjured lies. Too many guilty parties are
now urging release of documents to
thinkotT;erTNise.The point must be to
get Au DOCUMENTS released on
even cover-m? There was a massive
conspiracy in the death of Lincoln
which is now used as evidence of
“ridiculous nonsense” to mislead you.
Uncovering one set of documents is
worthless. You must go for ALL
through your Constitutional Law access or you are pouring your resources
down the proverbial “drain hole”. If
you wish to participate--invest in your
Constitutional Law Center and do it
RIGHT! Then ones at the CLC can
include ALL if it is worthy of inclusion. The “idea” is fine but worthless
in fact.
The ones with all the information
and untouched documents and plans
are the Mossad/KGB and they are now
being offered to the highest bidders-which turns out to be your U.S.
Don’t believe old
Government!
Hatonn? Better look again! Agents
showed up with blackmail documents
to the Japanese meeting and Bush was
“out” for over ten minutes. Conneetion? I suggest you wake up, little
sleepyheads.
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- State Citizenship Attainment
213192#l HATONN
I am pressed by numbersof inquiries about the validity of gaining
total State Citizenship and withdrawing
from the so-called “U.S. Union”. I
realize this is a service offered by the
Common Law Service group who
works with the Constitutional Law
Center. I have to, at this time, withdraw particular support for that effort.
It has a place in some of your lives as
a useful tool--but under Executive
Control--you will have just branded
yourself and will be in for great problems if your only intent was to cut
taxes, etc. It is fine to be a Sovereign
Citizen and if all had done this twenty
years ago it would indeed have worked.
But you didn’t and now, let us look a
minute; say, Bo Gritz became solely a
citizen of, say, Texas. When he tries
to get on an election ballot--he will be
tossed out instantly on his ear as a

REMNANTS--STATE CITIZENSHIP/TRUSTS
Dharma catches me as we begin
our JOURNAL subject of the CIA and
asks that I complete the thoughts on
“State Citizenship” from which I was
distracted and centered on Col. Gritz.

My point is that it is a good way to
go if your intent is only in individual
Sovereignty and you genuinely believe that not paying income tax is
truly a Constitutional issue. If you are
simply making an effort to legally
avoid taxation, I suggest the price is
too high in view of that which is
intended for your nation. I see no way
to have sweeping changes which allow
for numbers of participants to have
enough impact to change directions as
a whole. So, individual approach is
necessary. Further, if your intent is
non-citizen of the U.S. Right? Of solely one.of personal individual incourse not--but remember-THEY
terest then indeed, pursue with all
have the new guns! Moreover, you gusto.

will be listed (black) as a troublemaker and dissenter and be headed
fortheftiinternment
campswhich,
by the way, wlll cut out all “union”
aid to you as a non-citizen. YOUR
ADVERSARY
HAS DONE HIS
HOMEWORK
WHILE
YOU
HAVE DREAMT
OF TOOTH
FAIRIESANDSOMETHINGFOR
NOTHING. The “Welfare system”
is a monster which is a tool of that
same group-foisted off, for instance,
on the 4‘blacks” by your wondrous
(and communistic) Martin Luther
I
King. Nasty Hatonn? No-fact!
honor King for his ability to bring a
people together but, nonetheless, it
created a chaos and insensitivity
which has, and will, haunt the
“blacks” of America forever. By

the way 9Black Slav-Y w= an ha-

tution and ‘,‘business” of the Brit‘ish! Anybody out there?
Please forget the old “Hatonn is
a Bigot”. I come from the r4m~ of
God wherein etheric beings abideetheric beings are without colorCOLOR IS OF THE PHYSICAL
GOD IS
DIMENSION
ONLY!

QUITE COLOR-BLIND! GOD IS
“LIGHT”,
NOT “WHITE”.
PLEASE
THESE
PONDER
TRUTHS.
i/3/92 #I2 HATONN

Do not, however, accept that because this is a good management tool
for citizens--that I somehow advocate
it. I do not! I believe the subsequent
repercussions in negative response by
the enforcers is far outweighing of any
income tax you will save.
I have given my input regarding
security and suggestions and I have
exceptional probability scanners.
Working within the laws of the land
according to the rules utilized legally
by your adversary is the way to go.
Nothing is SAFEnor GUARANTEED
to make life a bed of roses for you. If
you invest, for instance, off shore or
in foreign banks--HOW Am YOU
GOING TO GET YOUR ASSETS

BACK INTO YOUR HANDS? rf you
are invested against foreign currency
and all currency becomes Global-where are your assets? I still see gold
as being held basically as collateral the
very best approach with as much or
more security than anything else at the
moment--at least some of your funds
are put to work for viable projects
against need later--when the govemment allows nothing of personal nature. I can’t do anything about that nor
should I. I can only give you that
which I see as being more valid in
possibilities than anything else. You
will note that the FDIC is totally

banspt--that means that there is no
insurance to back up ANY AMOUNT
OF DEPOSITS. I know YOU have to
have banking in order to continue in
some types of businesses,as well as
being unable to have cash. It is a mess,
chelas, and wishing will not change an
iota of the circumstances--THE ADVERSARY ELITE INTEND TO
HAVE ALL YOUR ASSETS.

I realize that the Common Law
Service group aIs0 advocates trusts of
various types. Handled properly they
will have some value, probably. I see
them as not being too swift, however-and very expensive in handling costs.
I desire that ones receive in return for
service but I do not wish it to be
reflected that “Hatonn said - - -*’ folrI DID NOT. I recommend Neva&1
Incorporation in every instance. It
means you must learn that which need!
doing and do it--but it is the too E
utilized by the monied persons tc1
protect their wealth and it works--a t
least it works TODAY. Tomorrow it
may be valueless.
Now, if it seems I PUSH some
thing--I DO NOT! In fact, my peoph
are so busy that I am embarrassed tc
ask them to attend these things. So i
your intent is of self-interest--please
bypass my people. You may utilizr
DESTRUCTION
OF A PLANET
ZIONISM IS RACISM

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
$lO.OO...(plus shipping)
Find out how you have been lied to
about the cause and reasons for
most wars and the real goals of the
“New World Order” which is to
rule the world with total control
and an iron fist. Find out how you
are being kept track of by computers in every detail of your lives.
Read the- story of how the mancreated or man-enhanced diseases
(AIDS, Flu, etc.), man-created disasters of droughts, wars, floods,
earthquakes, volcanos, will continue to kill off the unwanted.
To Order Contact: America West

l-800-729-4131
PHOENIX JOURNAL

NEW BOOK RELEASE

our services for incorporation if it
eases your way, but please understand
that we have no “gold-investment”
company.

We

do have abilityto

handle transactions for you who wish
to participate--no
more and no less.I
can remind you, however, that gold
will not, in itself, be safe either--in
safe deposit boxes or otherwise-necessarily. In 1933 gold was confiscated from deposit boxes and there
are some of you who remember as
much, personally. We twist no arms-you must go with that which is comfortable for you forthereis no “magic”
herein. There IS honor and integrity
and it is NOT “THE” “BUSINESS”
Please see STA TE. next page

* CRIME OF THE
CENTURY
THE TFULLION DOLLAR
LIE
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and background of the “Jews”;
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paid to her due to the”Holocaust”;
why millions of “Jews” receive
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“damages”. Plus current events
about our economy, the AntiDefamation League, the Torah,
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how and why the Holocaust is a
massive deception against all humans on planet earth, either directly or indirectly, Details about
phoney pictures, phoney numbers,
phoney gas chambers, etc., are
included.
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as such. He has been prevented by
government authority to print all his
Further, the-forces which are set to material--the CIA requiring preview
control you have weapons beyond of the publication and ability to redact
anything that you have in automatic and censor ALL. I am in the process
gunfire--AND
THEY ARE SET of noting (as the author did in his
AND READY FOR GLOBAL USE. work) the deletions as to numbered
sentences, etc. My comments are in
213192#3 HATONN
brackets as is customary when I utilize
verbatim information, ([H:]).
BACK TO THE CIA--CULT
As you are daily now walking
It has been long since we penned through the hell of the CIA cover-ups
on this subject so I will refresh you as and governmental changes of a Conto mode of presentation. I am utilizing stitutional Republic into a total One
material from one who PARTICI- World Global Government set up
PATED in the story at point. I do not through the U.N., I can only have
identify this person except as “I.M. compassion for you are getting a fully
Anonymous” (IMA) because I wish public blast of truth--in the JFK murto work from an aspect of ability to der. Do not narrow your focus--to be
publish material yet unknown to him of value, ALL documents on ALL

assassinations and evil plans must be
uncovered. Just imagine, as you read
through the upcoming document, what
is probably MISSING and watch as
ones you know walk through in heinous crime without ability to touch the
hem of their garments. There were
other agencies before the CIA which
were as heinous but you didn’t realize
it and the names were conveniently
changed just like the “KGB’‘--the
operations get worse and more criminal. They ALL circle back to originating right from the British Intelligence
Service of the Crown of England-Even the Anti-Defamation League,
which you thought to be Jewish. It is
Jewish when referred to as the AntiDefamation League of B’nai B’rith,
etc. It is for the purpose of bringing
the world into a New Order under
STA TE, cont. from previous page
Global Government--by year 2000.
My
subject herein is the CIA and we
OF ONES INVOLVED IN ASSIST- JUK, FALSELY ACCUSED AND will effort to restrict it pretty much to
INCARCERATED WITH A DEATH
ING YOU AT THIS PLACE.
that matter. I will undoubtedly reSENTENCE IN ISRAEL.
quire at least two volumes to sort
I do not suggest that there is not
through the tangled web of deceit, lies
Please, I petition you readers to
abundant integrity in those who run
and crime.
these two particular business op- understand that we of the Hosts only
portunities in the Common Law Ser- give input and must not allow any
We were speaking, when we had
vice Center for THEY ARE STRUC- misrepresentation of our position and to write on other topics, of the ClanTURED FOR THE PUBLIC AC- never our product. We will work destine Theory and we were to the
CESS AND ADDITIONAL STUD- WITH you but any who believe they topic heading of:
will utilize our services and work as
IESANDCLASSESONTHE“CONSTITUTIONAL”
RIGHTS AND they please, will have to do so without INTELLIGENCE VERSUS COMETHODS OF HOLDING YOUR our blessings. So be it.
VERT ACTION
‘ ‘RIGHTS’ ’. PLEASE UNDERThank you, may understanding be
STAND THAT WE ARE SPEAK(6- l/2 lines deleted)
yours
as you digest this message for
ING OF’TWO SEPARATE ENTITIES. ONE, THE COMMON LAW our ONLY intent is in service of God’s
The primary and proper purpose
SERVICES ARE A SEPARATE people and valid business with integ- of any national intelligence organiENTITY SIMPLY HOUSED IN THE rity in the highest mode.
zation is to produce “finished intelSAME QUARTERS AND WE SUPligence” for the government’s policyI cast no shadows upon any orPORTTHEIR ACTIVITIES TO THE
makers. Such intelligence, as opEXTENT OF VALID BUSINESS ganization; do not misunderstand, but posed to the raw information acquired
WITH INTEGRITY. THE CON- as other articles and notifications are through espionage and other clandesSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER IS added to the Liberator, YOU must tine means, is data collected from all
FOUNDED BY US FOR THE SOLE understand the circumstances and not sources--secret, official, and open-PURPOSE OF DEFENDING VIO- ASSUME IT ALL IS FROM which has been carefully collated and
LATIONS OF YOUR CONSTITU- HATONN. For one thing, you need analyzed by substantive experts speTIONAL RIGHTS WITHIN THE confirmations from writings and re- cifically to meet the needs of the
JUDICIAL SYSTEM, AS WELL AS search of others whom we honor and national leadership. The process is
OFFERING THE “COURT OF you must be apprized of meetings and difficult, time-consuming, and by no
possibilities of participation--and this
LASTRESORT”FORTHOSEWH0
means without error. But it is the only
EXHAUST ALL AVENUES OF is the communication sheet. You may prudent alternative to naked reliance
HELP THROUGH THE “SYS- forget resource and take the Truth-- on the unreliable reporting of spies.
TEM”.
THESE ARE BOTH IN- nothing but the Truth--unto self. Re- Most intelligence agencies, however,
CORPORATED FOR THE SHEL- source matters not--it is the TRUTH are nothing more than secret services,
TER OF SAME AND ARE OPEN unto which you must turn and KNOW. more fascinated by the clandestine
FOR BUSINESS AND COM- We have no church of indoctrination-- operations--of which espionage is but
PLAINTS. SEVERAL MAJOR AND no groupies. Please place these state- one aspect--than they are concerned
WELL-RECOGNIZED CONSTITU- ments “in record”, for we, nor you, with the production of “finished intelTIONAL VIOLATIONS AGAINST need any more drivel and false input. ligence’ ’ . The CIA, unfortunately, is
VERY NOTABLE PEOPLE ARE Blessings rest upon you in great love no exception to this rule. Tactics that
and understanding--that we might walk
NOW IN PROCESSING--FROM
require the employment of well-placed
NEW YORK, TO FLORIDA, TO together and none shall be left alone to agents, the use of money, the musterTHE PHILIPPINES AND DEMJAN- face the changes come upon you.
ing of mercenary armies, and a variety
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of other covert methods designed to
influence directly the policies (or determine the life-spans) of foreign govemments--such are the tactics that
have come to dominate the CIA. This
aspect of the modem intelligence business--intervention in the affairs of
other countries--is known at the agency
as covert action.
The United States began engaging
in covert-action operations in a major
way during World War II. Taking
lessons from the more experienced
British secret services, the Office of
Strategic Services (OSS) learned to
use covert action as an offensive
weapon against Germany and Japan.
When the war ended, President Truman
disbanded the OSS on the grounds that
such wartime tactics as paramilitary
operations, psychological warfare, and
political manipulation were not acceptable when the country was at
peace. At the same time, however,
Truman recognized the need rbr a
permanent organization to coordinate
and analyze all the intelligence available to the various governmental departments. He believed that if there
had been such an agency with the U.S.
government in 1941, it would have
been “difficult, if not impossible” for
the Japanese to attack Peal Harbor
successfully. [H: Now keep in mind
that the attack on Pearl Harbor was
thoroughly known and assisted in the
planning by your very government
administration. So, the facts are not,
once again, anywhere near the touted
“reasons”. It must become obvious
that the presence of the secret organizations not only allowed such action
but insured its perfection.]
It was, therefore, with “coordination of information” in mind that
Truman proposed the creation of the
CIA in 1947. Leading the opposition
to Truman’s “limited” view of intelligence, Allen Dulles stated, in a
memorandum prepared for the Senate
Armed Services Committee, that
“Intelligence work in time of peace
will require other techniques, other
personnel, and will have rather different objectives.. . We must deal with
the problem of conflicting ideologies
as democracy faces communism, not
only in relations between Soviet Russia and the countries of the west but in
the internal political conflicts with the
countries of Europe, Asia, and South
America. ” It was Dulles--to become
CIA director six years later--who contributed to the eventual law the clause
Please see CIA. next page
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enabling the agency to carry out ‘‘such
other functions and duties related to
intelligence as the National Security
Council may from time to time direct”.
[H: Yes indeed, such as
Kissinger, Scowcroft, Eagleburgerand
so on.] It was to be the fulcrum of the
CIA’s power.
Although fifteen years later
Truman would claim that he had not
intended the CIA to become the covert-action arm of the U.S. government, it was he who, in 1948,
authorized the first postwar covertaction programs, although he did not
at first assign the responsibility to the
C,IA. Indeed he created a largely
separate organization called the Office of Policy Coordination (OPC),
and named a former OSS man, Frank
G. Wisner, Jr., to be its chief. Truman
did not go to Congress for authority to
form OPC. He did it with a stroke of
the presidential pen, by issuing a secret National Security Council Intelligence directive. NSC 10/2. (The CIA
provided OPC with cover and support, but Wisner reported directly to
the secretaries of State and Defense.)
Tw13years later, when General Walter
Bedell Smith became CIA director, he
moved to consolidate all major elements of national intelligence under
his direct control. As part of this
effort, he sought to bring Wisner’s
operations into the CIA. Truman
eventually concurred, and on January
4, 195 1, OPC, and the Office of
Special Operations (a similar semiindependent organization established
in 1948 for covert intelligence collection) were merged into the CIA, forming the Directorate of Plans or, as it
became known in the agency, Ithe
Clandestine Services. Allen Dulles
was appointed first chief of the Clandestine Services; Frank Wisner was
his deputy.
With its newly formed Clandestine Services tid its involvement in
the Korean War, the agency expanded
rapidly. From less than 5,000 employees in 1950, the CIA grew to
about 15,000 by 1955--and recruited
thousands more as contract employees
and foreign agents. During these
years the agency spent well over a
billion dollars to strengthen non-cornmunist governments in Western Europe, to subsidize political parties
around the world, to found Radio Free
Europe,and Radio Liberty for propaganda broadcasts to Eastern Europe,
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to make guerrilla raids into mainland
China, to create the Asia Foundation,
to overthrow leftist governments in
Guatemala and Iran, and to carry out
a host of other covert-action programs.

the recruitment of agents and the running of clandestine operations next to
impossible. Similar difficulties were
experienced by the CIA in Eastern
Europe, but to a lesser degree. The
agency’soperators could recruit agents
somewhat more easily there, but strict
While the agency considered most security measures and efficient secretof its programs to have been success- police establishments still greatly limful, there were more than a few fail- ited successes.
ures. Two notable examples were
attempts in the late 1940’s to establish
Nevertheless, there were occaguerrilla movements in Albania and in sional espionage coups, such as the
the Ukraine, in keeping with the then time .CIA operators found an Eastern
current national obsession of “rolling European communist official able to
back the Iron Curtain”. Almost none provide them with a copy of
of the agents, funds, and equipment Khrushchev’s 1956 de-Stalinization
infiltrated by the agency into those speech, which the agency then artwo countries was ever seen or heard ranged to have published in the New
from again.
York Times. Or, from time to time,
a highly knowledgeabledefector would
In the early 1950’s another blun- bolt to the West and give the agency
der occurred when the CIA tried to set valuable information. Such defecup a vast underground apparatus in tors, of course, usually crossed over
Poland for espionage and, ultimately, of ‘their own volition, and not because
revolutionary purposes. The opera- of any ingenious methods used by the
tion was supported by millions of CIA. A former chief of the agency’s
dollars in agency gold shipped into Clandestine Services, Richard BisPoland in installments. Agents inside sell, admitted years later in a secret
Poland, using radio broadcasts and discussion with selected members of
secret writing techniques, maintained the Council on Foreign Relations: ‘ ‘in
regular contact with their CIA case practice, however, espionage has been
officers in West Germany. In fact, the disappointing . . . .The general concluagents continually asked that addi- sion is that against the Soviet bloc, or
tional agents and gold be sent toaid the other sophisticated societies, espiomovement. Occasionally an agent nage is not a primary source of intelwould even slip out of Poland to report ligence, although it has had occasional
on the operation’s progress--and ask brilliant successes. ” (This and all
for still more agents and gold. It took subsequent quotes from the Bissell
the agency several years to learn that speech come from the official minutes
the Polish s&ret service had almost of the meeting. The minutes do not
from the first day co-opted the whole quoteBissel1 directly but, rather, paranetwork, and that no real CIA under- phrase his remarks.)
ground operations existed in Poland.
The Polish service kept the operation
It had been Bissell and his boss
going only to lure anti-Communist Allen Dulles who by the mid-1950’s
Polish kmigre’s back home--and into had come to realize that if secret
prison. And in the process the Poles agents could not do the iob, new wavs
were able to bilk the CIA of millions
of dollars in gold.
One reason, perhaps the most important, that the agency tended from
its very beginnings to concentrate
largely on covert-action operations
was the fact that in the area of traditional espionage (the collection of
intelligence through spies) the CIA
was able to accomplish little against
the principal enemy, the Soviet Union,
With its closed society, the U.S.S.R.
proved virtually impenetrable. The
few American intelligence officers
entering the country were severely
limited in their movementsand closely
followed. The Soviet Union’s allpervasive internal security system made

would have to be found to collect
intelligence on the U.S.S.R. and the
other Commtinist countries. Increasingly, the CIA turned to machines to
perform its espionage mission. By the
end of the decade, the agency had
developed the U-2 spy plane. This
high-altitudeaircraft, loaded with cameras and electronic listening devices,
brought back a wealth of information
about Soviet defenses and weapons.
Even more important was communications intelligence (COMINT), electronic transmissions monitored at a
cost of billions of dollars by the Defense department’s National Security
Agency (NSA).
Both Bissell and Dulles, however,
believed that the successful use of
human assets was the heart of the
intelligence craft. Thus, it was clear
to them that if the Clandestine Services were to survive in the age of
modern technical espionage, the
agency’s operators would have to expand their covert-action operations-particularly in the internal affairs of
countries where the agency could operate clandestinely.
In the immediate postwar years;
CIA covert-action programs had beeri
concentrated in Europe, as communist
expansion into Western Europe seemed
a real threat. The Red Army had
already occupied Eastern Europe--and
the war-ravaged countries of the West,
then trying to rebuild shattered economies, were particularly vulnerable.
Consequently, the CIA subsidized political parties, individual leaders, labor unions, and other groups, especially in West Germany, France, and
Italy. It also supported Eastern European ‘Cmigre’ groups in the West as
Please see CIA, next page
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part of a program to organize resistance in the communist countries.
“There were so many CIA projects at
the height of the Cold War, ” wrote
columnist Tom Braden in January
1973, “that it was almost impossible
for a man to keep them in balance. ”
Braden spoke from the vantage point
of having himself been the CIA divisions chief in charge of many of these
programs. By the end of the 1950’s,
however, pro-American governments
had become firmly established in
Western Europe, and the U.S. government, in effect, had given up the
idea of “rolling back the Iron Curtain”.
Thus, the emphasis within the
Clandestine Services shifted toward
the Third World. This change reflected to a certain extent the CIA’s
bureaucratic need as a secret agency to
find areas where it could be successful. More important, the shift
came as a result of a hardened determination that the United States should
protect the rest of the world from
Communism. A cornerstone of that
policy was secret interventions in the
internal affairs of countries particularly susceptible to socialist movements, either democratic or revolutionary . Years later, in a letter to
Washington
Post correspondent

YEW

BOOK
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HATONN: “You ones must be
,repared to recognize the names,
abels and places from whence
;omes your so-called ‘health’care.
refer to the practice of medicine
1sthe’CUT, SLASH, BURN AND
POISON’ insult against a living
life-form. I call this JOURNAL,

IIGH ‘PRIESTS AND RABBIS
N THE TEMPLE because that is
what ‘health care’ has come to repnesent. The hospital (and research
ab) is the ‘temple’, the practitiolers are the priests and rabbis. Trust
ne with your life but ask me for no
:xplanations,’ is the byline..‘for I
tm God of your being.”
TO ORDER CONTACT
AMERICA WEST
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Chalmers Roberts, Allen Dulles
summed up the prevailing attitude of
the times. Referrine to the CIA’s
coups in Iran and Gt.&mala, he wrote:
“Where there begins to be evidence
216192 #l
HATONN
that a country is slipping and Communist takeover is threatened.. .we can’t
As we sit to pen this morning I am
wait for an engraved invitation to
given to a bit of reverie myself. As we
come and give aid. ”
effort to choose words which explain
and share the total simplicity of the
The agency’s orientation toward Universe and God when the percepcovert action was quite obvious to tion is of total complexity--I am also at
young officers taking operational train- a loss as to HOW to reach out and offer
ing during the mid-1950’s at “The insight. Then I am brought up short-Farm”, the Cl.4’~ West Point, located as are you who write and effort to do
near Williamsburg, Virginia, and op- your work on that side of the veil--as
erated under the cover of a military
to HOW to get people to read and see.
base called Camp Peary. Most of the
methods and techniques taught there
I am totally deluged with love,
at that time applied to covert action hate, myriads of inquiries and all
rather than traditional.espionage, and showing that the reader has NOT
to a great extent training was oriented READ THE MATERIAL. I know
toward such paramilitary activities as there is much--but this is WHY we
infiltrationlexfiltration, demolitions, have brought it unto you. You ask for
and nighttime parachute jumps.
Agency officers, at the end of their
formal clandestine education, found
that most of the job openings were on
the Covert Action Staff and in the
216192 #l HATONN
Special Operations Division (the CIA’s
paramilitary component).
AssignPerceptions? We are astounded
ments to Europe.became less coveted,
that
ones of great knowledge and
and even veterans with European expeTruth
in their own right will be fed
rience were transferring to posts in the
garbage--with
the feeder not even
emerging nations, especially in the
checking
to
find
authenticity. John
Far East.
Coleman. for instance. iust received a
note from a well-known CHRIST-ian
The countries making up the Third
World offered far more tempting tar- and Patriot. This man writes a newsgets for covert action than those in letter and is greatly informed--even
Europe. These nations, underdevel- having contacted us with a contribuoped and often corrupt, seemed made tion. But someone had told him that
to order for the clandestine operators John Coleman (a dear friend of this
of the CIA. Richard Bissell told the man in point) claims to be Jesus Christ
Council on Foreign Relations: “Sim- and also God Hatonn/Aton. The letter
ply because (their) governments are itself was a heartfelt inquiry as to the

LIBERATOR

How to Explain?
the workings of the Universe, the
relationship of each with God, the
problems of the world which face you
this day, where you are in evolution
and where in relationship to the Revelation. Chelas, if you do not read the
material already gifted unto thee, then
how can you KNOW? If you are
touched by one JOURNAL or one
EXPRESS or LIBERATOR then, to
flesh out the comments, you MUST
review it all so that the relationships
are visible. We give you ALL the
clues and also respond to very Earthly
actions which can give you easier
passage. We remind you of the Laws
of God and Creation that you not
flounder in the wake of chaos--BUT
IF YOU ACCESS THE WRITINGS
NOT--HOW WILL YOU LEARN?

Mistaken Identity

much less highly organized there is
less security consciousness; and there
is apt to be more actual or potential
diffusion of power among parties,
localities, organizations, and individuals outside the central government. ”
And in the frequent power struggles
within such governments, all factions
are grateful for outside assistance.
Relatively small sums of money,
whether delivered directly to local
forces or deposited (for their leaders)
in Swiss bank accounts, can have an
almost magical effect in changing
volatile political loyalties. In such an
atmosphere, the CIA’s Clandestine
Services have over the years enjoyed
considerable success.
********

truth of this outlandish statement, disect to the “horse”, so to speak. This
.sort of misinformation has to be deliberate and conjured--for there IS NO
WAY ANYONE CAN GLEAN
SUCH TRASH AND LIES FROM
THE WRITINGS--EITHER OURS
John
OR JoHN CoLEMAN’S*
Coleman is simply a man who has
researched truth and found it and
shares it with you-the-people! America
West will publish some of his work
and, frankly, he has been kind enough
to allow me to utilize some of his
research so that you have an Earth
perspective in proof of that which I
say.

Bahai Movement--Typographical
2/6/92 #l HATONN

Error?

Let me give you the statement in

Please, chelas, I appreciate any Point: ’ ‘Bahaism teaches that
error in our writing coming into our Zoroaster, Buddha, Confucius and
attention, but check carefully as to the Je,su~ Christ were leaders who Precause of a misstatement in that “could P ared the way for the coming of the
it be a typographical error?“, “could Mighty World Educator ‘Baha u ‘lla
it be a misused word of language (The GW’ Of God) WhOSefOremnner
presentation”, even, “could the Edi- was Abdul Baha who died in 1921. ”
tors have placed a ‘logical’ preposiIt is obvious, to me, that in reading
tion or tense word”--“could it be
that
statement, the error stands like the
simply a transposition?” The ones
“sore
thumb” but if you know differwho brought this “error” to my attenare a reseafch buff--the
tion did so in great kindness and search enflYor YOU
for “truth” so, please, realize that it word ‘ ‘forerunner”
ls blatantly
is THE example I need for this state- impossible. In the context of the
ment. In no-wise is my intent to even statement, it becomes grossly obvious
that anyone dying in 1921 was NOT a
suggest.leaving errors in the work.
Please see BAhYI. next page
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forerunner--unless, of course, he foreran the original “Glory of God”.
Surprisingly enough--the slip of the
lip is actually in fact, truth--but that is
not the point in focus. We are not here
to trick or give further confusion. We
will always, however, correct any
errors--even to typographical misadventures of Dharma’s fingers or my
spelling. Therefore we ask that readers are welcome to help us for our
thrust is to get the information to you
as rapidly as can be useful. For
historical documentation, however, I
think you can see how things can be
misconstrued from simple errors in
language. If you cannot see the concept of the “whole”, then you will
never get past the “words utilized”. I
believe it should also point out the ease
with which texts are changed and
concepts deliberately presented from,
say, Arabic into generations later,
English--as with the Bible. There are
thousands of years for man to tamper
and make errors from one language
into another. Thank you for this
opportunity to speak on this matter.
If you lose sight of the goal and
concept of your passage--you will
miss the ship as surely as night follows
day for you will be locked into the
physical, error strewn pathway and
information projections. We are not
come unto your place to play parlor
games nor nit-pick--we come to allow
you to see the overall and allow you to
reconsider your “goals”.
Our intent is never to hurt nor
distract--but to offer love and facts for
consideration in possibilities.
We
absolutely abhor any form of violence
or hate-mongering. Our thrust is only
through the WORD so that you can act
accordingly--and the actions we present
are NEVER OF VIOLENCE NOR
AGAINST ANY LAWS OF ANY
LAND. BUT YOU IN AMERICA,
THE LAMP OF THE WORLD, ARE
LOSING THE VERY GLORIOUS
ASSET YOU WERE GIVEN--THE
CONSTITUTION
AND THE
“RIGHTS” OF THAT CONSTI.TUTION. It requires ACTION if you
would secure your nation and freedom--and it is as surely “DEFENSE”
as any attack on your lives and property.
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Sucked In By Th.e Non-News?
216192#l HATONN
Listen to the non-news and what is
said. Look at the programming which
would pass laws which limit and delete areas of ability to speak out.
While pornography in the art galleries
is allow@ a spoken belief--with facts
for backup--in opposition to an “orthodox” opinion brings incarceration
and banning. It brings burning of
books of Truth and threats of violence
unto speakers of Truth from these who
would cover their actions and lies of
the past century. Moreover, they do
their work well as they set you up with
situations and “multi-laws” which
suck you into the trap without realization of what you did.
I, Hatonn, am touted by the ADL,
etc., as being bigoted and am fitted
into the same group as the
“Skinheads”.
How so? I teach
NON-violence, love of all creeds and
colors and yet, you-the-people jump
onto the touted words and refuse to
read the literature. One book would
tell the Truth of it but it seems easier
to have the excitement of a crucifixion
than reason and effort at finding Truth.
As long as this is the thrust of man-

kind--expect the demise tocome sooner any God of such restrictions in Holy
God’s places.
than later for so shall it be.
READ ALL INFORMATION
Further, I will tell you to go read
ALL information--go read the doctrines and bylaws of the ADL, for
instance. See for yourself the connection with British Intelligence through
the British Crown and the Protocols of
the Elder Zionists. Why don’t you
read the Talmud and see what is going
to go on in that rebuilt Temple in
Jerusalem? YOU see if it would seem
to be of a Holy God of Love who
cherishes all creatures and Creation.
Does the blood sacrifice of an innocent lamb on a golden altar REALLY
come from God of Lighted Perfection? Would such a God of Perfection
need bloodshed and/or offerings and
sacrifice of one thing to absolve another from responsibilities?
You whowould claim an unlimited
God and Christ--immediately place
physical limitson the one you CLAIM.
Since they are physical restrictions-then the honored one must represent
the physical expression--I don’t see

And you who tell your friends that
I tell you “not to read the Bible and/
or anything else” --watch your backside because it shows your own ignorance--YOU WILL NEVER FIND
SUCH LIMITATION IN ANYTHING THAT I PRESENT--I URGE
YOU TO STUDY IT ALL--IT IS
THE BEST PROOF OF MY TRUTH!
IF YOU PERCEIVE OTHERWISE
AS YOU READ--YOU HAD BEST
CHECK INTO “WHY” YOU PERCEIVED SUCH A THOUGHT OR
STATEMENT! AND YOU WHO
DEFEND THE BIBLE SO VEHE-.
MENTLY--DO
YOU UNDERSTAND AND CAN YOU QUOTE
THE BIBLE? WHERE DID YOU
GET YOUR INFORMATION? WHO
TOLD YOU? WHO WROTE THE
PARTICULAR VOLUMEIN YOUR
POSSESSION? YOU WON’TEVEN
BE ABLE TO FIND OUT THE ANSWE,R TO THAT LAST INQUIRY!
JESUS CHRIST NEVER WROTE A
SINGLE WORD OF IT!--BETTER
CHECK OUT YOUR INFORMATION RESOURCES AND FACTS!

Bush and October Surprise
216192 #l HATONN

Ah, back into the news it whisks
its way. Hostages, intrigue, CIA,
Bush, Casey and DEALS; A whole
“James Bond” story of intrigue. Bush
denies--facts are hidden--AS USUAL.
Now, they say, there will be an investigation. So, in the realistic reasonable observation one would assume that a massive hearing would
prove George Bush told truth and
would be found innocent of all the
blackmail charges of clandestine, subversive and conspiratorial activities in
the matter. But NO--what have you?
A statement that this is all brought up
NOW to ruin Bush’s campaign. “Dirty
politics” is the cry. So, too, is the new
information on Clinton and service to
country. So, what are they doing?
They are setting up you-the-people.
They will put much more powerful
Committee of 300 people on the Democrat side and still effort to pull Bush

down.
You are the ones caught in the
closing trap because as the pressure is
applied to Bush--he has to act more
quickly through Executive Power-while he has it.
You will see an ever deepening
thrust through public media, now, to
thrust the blame for Kennedy’s assassination onto the Mafia. That is the
material you will note made public
from the secured files. The point is to
take the heat off the Government involvement, especially via Bush and
Nixon. This means a thrust made to
prove the Mafia was behind the action
and the CIA was trying to stop the
event. The fact remains that the truly
fatal shot was fired by the driver of the
automobile--Kennedy’s automobile.
Yes, there is a film to prove it and that
means that there is also proof that the
vehicle stopped. t I do not wish to

spend more time on this matter at this
time because I wish to outlay the CIA
material from IMA and then we have
something from which to piece together a plan and a foundation. If I
spend more time in the trivia--we will
never have the important material laid
forth. Please be gentle on my people
for they are absolutely doing all they
can as fast as they can.

Universe and God
216192#l HATONN
One last comment sequence before moving into the subject in point
because for you who realize your soul
is the point of the play, allow me to
remind you that you are existing in a
time of chaos and your soul is being
manipulated by the evil clowns. You
must know who, how, what, etc., of
your enemy. To understand better the
Please see UNIVERSE, next page
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overall--go back to the KNOWING
that all is total simplicity--only complicated by that which appears to be
real but is not. Your perceptions are
flooded with confusion and chaos in
order to blind you.
God made everything so simple
and if Man would understand that
simplicity he would only have the
Laws of God by which to act and live.
You would obey thelaws of nature and
Creation and all would remain in
balance within that simplicity. The
Indians (natives) for instance, had the
mountains such as the Black Hills as
their churches--they needed not your
stone and gaudy temples. But you of
the strippers and pillagers came and
carved the very evil faces on those
sacred mountains that desecrate all
that is beautiful, balanced and in harmony with God. I can promise you
that those evil tamperings will be
wiped clean and you had best pray it
will not be with Zionist White Man
blood.

and LISTENING. Is it always purifying in spiritual aspect? No--it, as with
all things, depends upon the intent of
the participant: In other words, there
is no limit on those who participate in
greed and self-ego.
If a man petitions in Truth of
intent--God sends His messengers, be
it a “Pale Prophet” from the stars or
White Buffalo Calf Woman, as the
Lakotas receive. At this time God has
sent many messengers--who heal, who
write and who are ones to show the
way in hope and light.

The Clandestine Theory

Swashbucklers and
Secret Wars
216192 #l HATONN

Let us move into our subject for an
hour or so of writing for there is so
much to do and such little time and
energy left within you ones, for
accomplishment. As Truth finds its
way within the knowingness and hearts
Indeed, you will go back to the of man--so shall the burden lessen,
wisdom of those “ANCIENTS” or For now, we continue as we must.
you will perish for, as white men--the Blessings upon you of the lambs.
perception is always reverse of Truth.
We will simply take up immediIt is a good rule of thumb, chelas-ately
and move right into the reprintalways the lie is presented as Truth.
ing:
You cannot realize, in your world
During the 1950’s most of the
of chaotic conflict, that you are rude
CIA’s
covert-action operations were
and abased in your very ties unto the
Creation and God. Just as with those not nearly so sophisticated or subtle as
Indians you put down in your own those Bissell would advocate in 1968.
beloved nation. You have taken ev- Nor were they aimed exclusively at
erything and given them nothing, but the rapidly increasing and ‘‘less highly
worst of all-you never even thanked organized” governments of the Third
them? Y.OU will change, .brothers-- World. Covert operations against the
not they who abide with God-,-YOU communist countries of Europe and
WHO HAVE TAKEN, AND TAKEN Asia continued, but the emphasis was
AND DESTROYED:-WITHOUT SO on clandestine propaganda, infiltration and manipulation of youth, labor,
MUCH AS A “THANK-YOU”.
and culture .organizations, and the
May I share with ‘you a projection like. The more heavy-handed acoperations,
from one who is honored as a Chief, tivities--paramilitary
Noble Red Man,%f whom I shall again coups, and countercoups--were now
write later, and you had best think reserved for the operationally ripe
hard upon these words to which I shall nati&‘of ’Asia, Africa, and Latin
America.
add no comment:

The “ancients” need not your
Bibles .or any books save those who
have been misled by your generations
of intruders. The child of the Earth
has wind and rain--stars and sky and
they honor those wonders as the Bible.
It was ever thus for the “ancient”
ones and they will again become your
teachers and wayshowers. It is, in
fact, for this very reason that the tribal
nations have been deliberately pulled
apart and addictions integrated within
their society. Evil has no boundaries
of heinous attack in order to win the
skirmish even though they know the
QUOTE:
war will be lost to them. However, to
win this war--YOU ARE GOING TO
NOBLE RED MAN/LAKOTA
COME BACK INTO THE SIMPLICITY OF GOD AND CRE- GOD’S WRATH: A PROPHECY
ATION.
Iprophesy many things that come
You are going to learn that God to pass. God is going to put a
rules the universe and that everything judgment on the world. He’s mad.
God made is living. Even the sands I’m sorry it’s going to happen. He’s
and the rocks are alive. When they are not going to destroy the whole worhl.
used by Man they must be recognized But every living thing willperish, and
as the beings which they ARE and in it’ll be maybe another million years
balanced energy flow each gives unto before a new hfe begins again. Gmndthe other--for in nature and God-- mother Earth .will be alone. She’s
there is only GIVING--never TAK- going to rest. Ah because of White
ING.
Man’s wickedness. You’re going to
fall andfull hard. You ‘regoing to be
Why is a vision quest so special? crying and wailing. You’ll realize
Because it means the going away into you can’t get away with destroying
a place ALONE WITH GOD. It God’s world. Don ‘tthink you can get
means spending days and nights in the
Please see .!JNIVER.?E, nexrpagi!
presence of God, speaking with God

Perhaps the prototype for CIA
covert operations during the 1950’s
was the work of Air Force Colonel
Edward Lansdale. His exploits under
agency auspices, first in the Philippines and then in Vietnam, became so
well known that he served as the
model for characters in two bestselling novels, THE UGLY AMERICAN by William J. Lederer and Eugene Burdick, and THE OUIET
AMERICAN by Graham Greene. In
the former, he was a heroic figure; in
the latter, a bumbling fool.
Lansdale was sent to the Philippines in the early 1950s as advisor to
Philippine Defense Minister (later
President) Ramon Magsaysay in the
struggle against the Huks, the local
Following
communist guerrillas.
Landsale’s counsel, Magsaysay
prompted social development and land

reform to win support of the peasantry
away from the Huks. But Lansdale,
backed up by millions of dollars in
secret U.S. government funds, took
the precaution of launching other, less
conentional schemes. One such venture was the establishment of the Filipino Civil Affairs Office, which was
made responsible for psychological
warfare.
After a 1972 interview with
Lansdale, now living in quiet retirement, journalist Stanley Kamow
reported:
“One (Lansdale-initiated)
psywar operation played on
the supevrstitious dread in the
Philippine countryside of the
asuang, a mythical vampire.
A psywar squad entered an
area, and planted rumors that
an asuang lived on where the
Communists were based. Two
nights later, after giving the
rumors time to circulate among
Huk sympathizers, the psywar
squad laid an ambush for the
rebels. When a Huk patrol
passed, theambushers snatched
the last man, punctured his
neckvampire-fashion with two
holes, hung his body until the
blood drained out, and put the
corpse back on the trail. As
superstitious as any other Filipinos, the insurgents fled from
the region. ”
[H: Does anyone now wish to
argue with me that your government sneaks wouldn’t stage a few
horrendous cattle mutilations and
even a few murders of soldiers and
civilians they want to be rid of, for
your superstitious masses?
You
children of the lie had better get
with the program because your enemy is a long way out in front of you
and you take in as gospel all he feeds
you. You tag around discounting
this work while you soak in the total
farce and lies ofthe, let’s say, UFOl+
gists who are there to feed you
misinformation.]
Please see SECRET, next page
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away withit. God’s going to wipe
the wickedness from the earth.
You can see His signs. Out on the
West Coast, Mount St. Helens
volcano--that’s a sign.
And
there’s going to be earthquakes;
maybe half of Californiaand ha&
of Washington and Oregon will
go into the water. [H: oops!
Ramtha?] me same in the East,
andinthesouth.
You’regoingto
have volcanoes .and earthquakes
and hurricanes. It’s God giving
signs to the White Man, punishing him fornotpaying his debt
to the Indian people, for destroying the land with his greed. And
id will get worse until you pay us
what you owe us, whatyoupromised us.. . until you give us what is
ours.
You are going to learn the
most important lesson--that God
is the most powerful thing there
is. We Indians aren’t afmid to
die. We’ve got a place to go, a
better place, so we don’t care.
We’re ready. Wejust want you to
know. Maybe you can change;
maybe you can stop what’s coming. There 3 not much time. It’s
going to happen. Take it from
me. TeU them Noble Red Man
said so!”

Well, chelas, Noble Ra Man
is with US now. Do you think it
differs as one moves on into the
higher realms within the vision to
serve more closely with God? You
are not only people of the lie but
you have been deprived of KNOWING. You do not know God nor
OF God. That which you have
been taught to believe is in gross
error and, therefore, no matter
how hard you try to right the
physical plane--unless you come
into KNOWING--you will not have
way to achieve. So be it.
Dharma, allow us to move on.
.

America West
RO. Box 986
Tehachapi, CA 93581
800-729-4131

port. Within a few months after being
released from prison four years later,
Pope was again flying for the CIi-this time with Southern Air Transport, an agency proprietary airline
based in Miami. ,’

With Magsaysay’s election to the
Philippine Presidency in 1953,
La&ale returned to Washington. In
the eyes of the U.S. government, his
mission had been an unquestioned
success: the threat of a communist
As the Eisenhower years came to
takeover in the Philippines had been an end, there still was a national
eliminated.
consensus that the CIA wasjustified in
taking almost any action in that “back
A year later, after Vietnam had alley” struggleagainst Communism-been provisionally split in two by the this despite Eisenhower’s clumsy efGeneva Accords, Lansdale was as- fort to lie his way out of the U-2
signed to South Vietnam to bolster the shootdown, which lying led to the
regime of Ngo Dinh Diem. He quickly cancellation of the 1960 summit conbecame involved in organizing sabo- ference. Most Americans placed the
tage and guerrilla operations against CIA on the same above-politics level
North Vietnam, but his most effective as the FBI, and it was no accident that
work was done in the South. There he President-elect Kennedy chose to aninitiated various psychological-war- nounce on the same day that both J.
fare programs and helped Diem in Edgar Hoover and Allen Dulles would
eliminating his political rivals. His be staying on in his administration.
activities, extensively described in the
Pentagon Papers, extended to pacifiIt took the national shockresulting
cation programs, military training, from the abortive Bay of Pigs invasion
even political consultation: Lansdale in 1961 to bring about serious debate
helped design the ballots when Diem over CIA operations--among high
formally ran for President- of South governmentofficials and the public as
Vietnam in 1955. He used red, the a whole. Not only had the CIA failed
Asian goodluck color, for Diem and to overthrow the Castro regime, it had
green--signifying
a cuckold--for blundered publicly, and the U.S. govDiem’s opponent. Diem won with an ernment had again been caught lying.
embarrassingly high 98 percent of the For the first time, widespread popular
vote, and Lansdale was widely cred- criticism was directed at the agency.
ited within American government And President Kennedy, who had
circles for having carried out another approved the risky operation, came to
successful operation. He left Vietnam realize that the CIA could be a definite
soon afterward.
liability--to both his foreign policy
and his personal political fortunes--as
Meanwhile, other agency oper- well as a secret and private asset to the
ators, perhaps less celebrated than Presidency. Determined that there
Lansdale, were carrying out covert- would be no repetition of the Bay of
action programs in other countries. Pigs, Kennedy moved quickly to
Kermit Roosevelt, of the Oyster Bay tighten White House control of the
Roosevelts, master-minded the 1953 agency. He reportedly vowed “to
putsch that overthrew Iran’s Premier splinter the CIA in a thousand pieces
Mohammed Mossadegh. The Guate- and scatter it to the winds. ” m: Now,
mala coup of 1954 was directed by the I believe you have a major reason
CIA. Less successful was the attempt the CIA set out to assassinate
to overthrow Indonesian President Kennedy. He was going to bring
Sukarno in the late 1950’s. Contrary money back into government conto deniak by President Eisenhower
and Secretary of State Dulles, the
CIA gave direct assistance to rebel
groups located on the island of
Sumatra. Agency B-263 even carried out bombing missions in support of the insurgents. On May 18,
1958, the Indonesians shot down
one of these B-26’s and captured the
pilot, an American named Allen
Pope. Although U.S. government
officials claimed that Pope was a
“soldier of -fortune”, he was in fact
an employee of a CIA-owned proprietary company, Civil Air Trans-

trol, shut down the Vietnam War,
clean up some of the more integrated Mafia rings that posed a
threat to the %tablkhed”
Mafia
and--worst of all in the eyes of the
CIA--destroy the CIA.
Isn’t information a wonderful thing? If
you KNOW fact--it becomes easy to
decipher the story.] But the Presi-

dent’s anger was evidently more the
result of the agency’s failure to overthrow Castro than a reaction to its
methods or techniques. [H: No comment, YET.] While neither agency
funding nor operations were cut back
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in the aftermath, the Bay of Pigs
marked the end of what was probably
the CIA’s Golden Age. Never again
would the secret agency have so totally free a hand in its role as the
clandestine defender of American deKennedy never carried
mocracy.
through on his threat to destroy the
CIA, bu’t he did purge three of the
agency’s top officials, and thus made
clear the lines of accountability. If
Allen Dulles had seemed in Kennedy’s
eyes only a few months earlier to be in
the same unassailable category as J.
Edgar Hoover, the Bay of Pigs had
made him expendable. In the fall of
1961 John McCone, a defense contractor who had formerly headed the
Atomic Energy Commission, replaced
Dulles as CIA Director; within months
Major General Marshall ‘ ‘Pat’ ’ Carter
took over from Major General Charles
Cabell as Deputy Director [H: Please
note that this k the “Cabell” who
was the brother of the Mayor of
Dallas and changed the route of the
motorcade on Kennedy’s fateful day
of infamy] and Richard Helms bePlease see SECRET, next page
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came chief of the Clandestine Services Vietnamese village.
in place of Richard Bissell.
In neighboring Laos, the CIA acKennedy also ordered General tually led the rest of the U.S. govemMaxwell Taylor, then special military ment--at the White Hause’s order-advisor to the President and soon to be into a massive American commitment.
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Although the agency had been carryto make a thorough study of U.S. ing out large-scale programs of politiintelligence. Taylor was joined by cal manipulation and other covert acAttorney General Robert Kennedy, tions up to 1962, that year’s Geneva
Dulles, and Naval Chief Admiral agreement prohibiting the presence of
Arleigh
Burke.
The Taylor foreign troops in Laos paradoxically
committee’s report was to a large opened up the country to the CIA.
extent a critique of the tactics used in-- For, almost from the moment the
not the goals of--the Bay of Pigs agreement was signed, the Kennedy
operation. It did not call for any Administration decided not to pull
fundamental restructuring of the CIA, back but to expand American proalthough many outside critics were grams in Laos. This was justified
urging that the agency’s intelligence- partly because the North Vietnamese
collection and analysis function be were also violating the Geneva Accompletely separated from its covert- cords; partly because Kennedy, still
action arm. The committee’s princi- smarting from his Cuban setback, did
pal recommendation was that the CIA not want to lose another confrontation
should not undertake future opera- with the Communists: and partly betions where weapons larger than hand cause of the strategic importance placed
guns would be used.
on Laos in the then-fashionable
“domino theory”. Since the United
Taylor’s report was accepted, at States did not want to admit that it was
least in principle, by the Kennedy not living up to the Geneva agreeAdministration, but its primary rec- ment, the CIA--whose members were
ommendation was disregarded almost not technically “foreign troops”--got
immediately. CIA never shutdown its the job of conducting a “secret” war.
two anti-Castro operations bases lo- The Laotian operation became one of
cated in southern Florida, and agency- the largest and most expensive in the
sponsored raids against Cuba by exile agency’s history: more than 35,000
groupscontinued into the mid-1960’s, opium-growing Meo and other Lao
albeit on a far smaller scale than the mountain tribesmen were recruited
Bay of Pigs. The agency also became into the CIA’s private army, L’ Armee
deeply involved in the chaotic struggle Clandestine; CIA-hired pilots flew
which broke out in the Congo in the bombing and supply missions in the
early 1960’s. Clandestine Service agency’sownplanes; and finally, when
operators regularly bought and sold L’Armee Clandestine became less efCongolese politiciansand the agency fective after long years of war, the
supplied money and arms to the agency recruited and financed over
supporters of Cyril Adoula and Jo- 17,000Thai mercenaries for its war of
seph Mobutu.
By 1964, the CIA attrition against the communists.
had imported its own mercenaries
into the Congo, and the agency’s B26 bombers, flown by Cuban exile
pilots--many of whom were Bay of
Pigs veterans--were carrying out
regular missions against insurgent
groups.‘

During these same years American involvement in Vietnam expanded
rapidly, and the CIA, along with the
rest of the U.S. government, greatly
increased the number of its personnel
and programsin that country. Among
other activities, the agency organized
g~e~~~ and small-boat attacks on
rth ~~~t~~rn,armed and controlled
ds of Vietnamese solar units, and set up a
giant intelligence and interrogation
system which reached into every South

By the late 1960’s, however, many
CIA career officers were expressing
opposition to the agency’s Laotian and
Vietnamese programs--not because
they objected to the Indochina wars
(few did) but because the programs
consisted for the most part of huge,
unwieldy, semi-overt para-military
operations lacking the sophistication
and secrecy that most of the agency’s
Furthermore,
operators preferred.
the wars had dragged on too long, and
many officers viewed them as
unwinnable messes. The agency,
therefore, found itselfin the awkward
position of being unable to attract
sufficient volunteers to man the field
Conseassignments in Vietnam.
quently, it was forced to draft personnel from other areas of its clandestine
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activity for service in Southeast Asia. he does so on an ongoing basis. As
members of this CIA and Special
Forces people are brought together-Stop Quoting.
which will happen imminently, we
*********
will have opportunity to discuss all of
this in personal proximity.
I would guess that you regular
You ones of the reading audience
readers have just read the above far
more differently than you would have work at disadvantage for you must
read the same passages when the book understand, the ones in these particuwas first presented. Not only would lar capacities of forced participation
you see what is there, differently--but and targeted for removal--KNOW
you can now surmise what has been SPACE COMMAND IS PRESENT!
required in removal. You will note no THEY -ALREADY HAVE THE
mention, other than my own, about “PROOF” YOU CONTINUE TO
Kennedy’s assassination and total lack DEMAND. SO BE IT.
of mention of ongoing drug trade
Hatonn to clear. Thank you.
under the careful attention of the CIA
and’U.S. government. Do you think
IMA didn’t know that? I suggest that
not only did he know it but, as with
Col. Gritz, finally couldn’t stomach
the prostitutes of your very freedom
-OTHER
LOSSES‘
and national life.
A best seller in Canada
Let us give you a lunch-break,
Dharma, and then we will look at
Covert-Actions.
For you who still suspect Hatonn
of greedy intent--no, sorry. The author of the original material will be
fully compensated as if a re-publication has been done as well as full rights
of publication of the missing material.
Until then, you ones have to trust my’
better insight and vision. This is the
only way to insure presentation and
security of the one in point. George
knows how to handle these matters for
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Let -US Not Forget Agent Orange
l/26/92 #l

HATON

I am Hatonn, in Light and in
service. If you will allow me--also
your shield against those who would
deprive you of your freedom and
lives. For this reason am I sent and for
this reason do I come.
VIETNAM/OLIVER STONE/
AGENT ORANGE, ETC.
Since “ JFK" seems to continue to
be near the top of the question and
answer circuits--we shall look again at
plausible possibilities.
Why would Oliver Stone have
been able to make such a movie in a
media completely controlled by the
adversary of freedom? Think carefully chelas! 1 There is absolutely NO
mention of Zionist involvement nor
even the suggestion of such a thing in
the motion picture or in the prattbngs
about it. ‘I’beZIo& Israel Fir&em
WANT ~0 BRING ~)ow~q WE
G.()V~NT
AS IT IS NOW
STRUCTURED--REMEMBER,
T’HE porn
IS TO PULL BUSH
mm
AN-DGET HIM OUT. Big
business didn’t get him killed dad in
Japan so other methods must be employed. Oliver Stone has only helped
the cause because if enough attention
is pointed to the Top politicians the
hope is to contain it to the focused
conspiracy.
This is why, also, the full-blown
intent is to cause the conspiracy theory
to be put aside and focused into a
Mafia operation--to pull the thrust
away from the CIA/political conspiracy. It will continue to get very,
very interesting. Be cautious, however, because if you become focused
on a *‘favorite” thought happening-you may well ,miss the overall con-

spiracy involved. The assassinations
in point could not have been pulled off
without conspiracy among ALL the
elements herein mentioned.
The obvious reason for locking
away the documents is to prevent
release prior to the death of all ones
directly involved. The same is true of
release of anything of value out of the
Vietnam War--for instance with Agent
Orange. Remember--the military is
waiting for a whole army to die. The
Agent Orange experiments were and
are only a small Part of the cover-up
but Agent Orange, alone, should be
enough for all involved parties to
cause uniting of ALL veterans beginning with Commander Gritz and
Kovic. But if you don’t step forward
and demand hearing--you will not get
it because the intent is to kill YOU Off
before truth is known for certain.
That Vietnam War may well have
ended--sort of, but it continues to
claim its victims. Veterans, who were
at the very peak of their physical
condition when they fought in Vietnam, are now sick and dying--not
from lingering enemy wounds but
from an insidious, poisonous herbitide that was sprayed over the countryside of that war-tom nation.
I would point out that right in
Bakersfield, California, that same basic
herbicide has been allowed to seep
into water supplies. Inother places in
Californiaitseepsintowellsandcontinues to be covered up as not existing.
Children are having birth defects and
cancers like ticking time-bombs upon
the people.
Just as with the fruit fly spraying
in citrus areas wherein the spray is
“harmless” (but removes paint from
cxs SObadly that covering by shrouding is recommended), say the politicianswhoenforcethemandamry spray-
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ing.
During the war, U.S. aircraft
dumped an estimated twelve million
gallons of the defoliant Agent Orange
over nearly five million acres of Vietnam in an attempt to deny the enemy
protective cover. United States soldiers below--often surrounded by a
fog of the herbicide--were told that it
was harmless. IT WAS NOT.
Veterans themselves proclaim and
chronicle the facts of what they discovered, upon their return home, that
was causing skin rashes, memory
losses, cancers among their ranks, and
perhaps worst of all--birth defects
among their subsequent children. Then
what do you learn ? That the govemment that sent them to fight refused to
listen to their complaints. Only by
pressing their case in court and in the
media, did those veterans succeed in
gaining the nation’s attention to their
plight--and then, only briefly and in
passing.
You had best listen to the WHOLE
of the telling in “JFK” because it
gives you a rundown (even in the postcredits) of the money and material
involved in the Vietnam War. Men
are simply an expendable in the scenario--the government can always go
forth and get more of your babies.
Finally, after those years, you ones of
those wars can now open your eyes
and THERE IS SOMETHING YOU
CAN DO! PLEASE, LET US GET
ON WITH DOING IT! GOD PRESENTS DARING MEN TO GIVE
AN OPEN DOOR--BUT IT IS USUALLYBRIEFASTHEADVERSARY
RUSHES TO SLAM IT SHUT AND
LOCK IT. WHO OF YOU WILL
CARE ENOUGH ABOUT SELVES
AND LOVED-ONES TO STEP FORWARD? How do you go about locating central operations centers? You
start with a basic and central subject,
say, Agent Orange, and you will find
there are centers organized for that
specific purposeof investigation. But-as you speak with those, THEY will
know other resources and step by step
you can find the ‘‘workers’ ’ as well as
resources. Ask, nay, DEMAND, that
you receive assistance. You will NOT
have media nor press assistance in any
magnitude--it will require the network
of mouth to ear and pen to eye but you
can sweep this nation with injured
fledglings sent to the heinous wars in
the name of greed and power--but it is

up to you.
(I ask that names and addresses I
have available be put herein, Editors)
(See end of this days’ writing.)
You beautiful people who have
been in the Korean and Vietnam--as
well as the Gulf War, don’t think you
can depend on ANOTHER to do it for
you--YOU DO IT! YOU, THE
TERRY’S AND THE VICTORY’S
AND MORE.
We have heard from our Brother
in Korea who used to be allowed to
write and call and receive news. He is
now under total suppression and can
have no reference material from our
resources. He is under surveillance
constantly and with the trouble at peak
in Korea--he is under incredible pressure. GOD DOES NOT FORGET
YOU, BROTHER.
To “Duhkkananda” I would offer
appreciation for your interest and sharing. Indeed we must stay on top of all
information flowing from our resources and errors can be slipped by
with so many handling material and
layouts. We aregiven, in this physical
condition, to erring--if nothing more
in cause than simply mistyping or
speaking. The minds are constantly
processing data and I agree, we do not
wish to make errors for already it is
difficult for ones to believe in our
outlay. However, daily, it becomes
easier to reach through as we now
have acouple of years of events against
which to relate our material. This was
why the massive thrust to produce the
myriads of subjects and uncover the
outrageous secrets--so at the proper
time of unfolding--man can see the
lies and relate to that which we have
brought--positively.
I do ask that
everyone respect the fact that it is the
CONCEPT of truth and not the clockwheel in a given day that is the point
in focus, i.e., it is the EVENT of the
assassination--not the HOUR of the
deed. YOU AND GOD WILLJUDGE
ACTIONS ON THE ACTION--NOT
ON THE HOUR OR DAY YOU
CREATED THE DEED!
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stitutional Law Center--within the
week--with Leona Helmsley, Imelda
Marcos, John Judge at the “Open the
Ah, what a tangled web Yeweave
- -! Hatonn present. I’m not going to
Files” place in the Kennedy matter
and/or
Oliver Stone directly. Judge is
cover much todaY as to ‘‘news’’ as we
run so short of time for necessary
the most knowledgeable of the group
documents.
who have written and investigated the
I would allow you a few hours off,
incidents. Then move right on to
Dharma, but since court was only
Martin Luther King and Robert
Kennedy. Robert’s death was another
postponed to Thursday morning I feel
we must work today instead.
“magic bullet”. The prestige of the
I do want the matter noted to
Law Center will open doors otherwise
documentation.
Another ‘‘harassSHUT. In the matter of opening the
ment” typeof situation for which I ask
case files--Gonzales of Texas is also
an excellent contact. When the extent
of the involvement of Bush and Nixon
Veterans Organizations & Individuals WIho are revealed, there will be total chaos.
is that no one has had strength
Will Provide Information on Agent Oraq t!e Itenough
to get heard--I believe the
Constitutional Law Center is strong
issue.
American Legion National
enough to do nicely.
Headquarters
1608 K St. N.W. Washington,
DC 20&6
Contact: John Sommer
(202) 861-2753
Agent Orange Victims
International
27 Washington Square North
New York, NY 10011
Contact: Frank McCarthy
(212) 460-5770
AOVI sends out information on
Agent Orange and lobbies on behalf of Vietnam veterans and other
victims of Agent Orange
Dr. Ronrld A. Codario
1427 South Broad St.
Philadelphia, PA 19147
(215) 467-3883
Dr. Codario has done research
into the possible effects of dioxin
on Vietnam veterans, and is studying a possible method to flush
TCDD from the human body.

that the Law Center pursue when the
time is appropriate for counter-filing
on the matter of the diesel tank. I do
not believe that expenses incurred to
bring two attorneys down this great
distance for court only to be told that
the Judge hadn’t taken time to review
the case--is sufficient cause for two
hearings. Typical? Yes. Correct and
lawful procedures? No. Not according to the Constitution. We will
speak of this at a later time.
I do ask that the contacts be followed up by Gene and the Con-

National Veterans Task fame
on Agent Orange
National Offtce
P.O. Box I5972
St. Louis, MO 63114
(314) 968-4180
NVTF ‘is a nonprofit coalition n of
veteran, religious, legal, social
vice and environmental groups 1
have united to seek assistance for
the growing number of veter ml!5
who are experiencing ill health due
to the effects of toxic chemica Is.
United Vietnam Veterar Is
organization
P.O. Box 731
Langhorne, PA 19047
contact: David Christian
(215) 9436048
UVVO consists of more than 125
Vietnam veterans organizat.ions
and has focused its interests o nall
veterans’ issues, particularly A gent
Orange and employment fr 1Yietnam veterans.

Disabled American Veterans
National Headquarters
P.O. Box 14301
Veterans of Foreign War s of
Cinchmati, OH 45214
the United States
contact: Robert Lenham
200 Maryland Ave. N.E.
(606) 441-7300
Washington, DC
National Veterans Law Center
2ooo2
4900 Massachusetts Ave
(202) 543-2239
Washington, DC 20016
Contact Louis Milford
Vietnam Veterans of Anu
(202) 6862714
329 eight S!. N.E.
National Veterans Law Center pr+
Washington, DC 20002
vides valuable background
in- (202) 5463700
I ,
formation on the Veterans Administration reluctance to act in
P.O. Box 15972
good faith on the Agent Orange

QNE WORLD GOVERNMENT-ONE WORLD CHURCH
The noose is getting very tight
now that the One World Government
is on the table. I have had hundreds
upon hundreds of petitions to speak on
the matter of Christianity, Church,
Zionism, etc., in this thrust for final
power. Then I come and say to you
that you no longer even recognize the
TRUTH in “CHRIST”ianity.
Your
most fundamentalist so-called Christian leaders are in favor of “just
wars” and how does this all equate
with that which GOD IS?
Dharma has sorely dreaded these
days when we would confront the
facts of religions for it causes such
uprising in the blind followers of
emotionally
packed evangelical
Pentecostalism. Moreover, what IS
this church vs. state matter? Well, any
more it is simply that the Zionists can
say and do anything and you (all the
rest) cannot speak back.
The facts are that George Bush’s
New World Order has been the finalized modem creation of the Tower
of Babel. The conspiracies are so
great that they well may reach unto the
very heavens except the direction is
quite incorrect in conception. And, as
before when the Tower of Babel first
came about--the people were scattered
about and abroad from the place of
God unto the face of all the earth.
Genesis tells the tale quite nicely. The
ones who pronounced themselves
‘‘chosen’ ’ and ‘‘of God’ ’ and built the
Tower of Babel, were, in fact, God-

less. So today is the New World
Order/One World Govemment--Godless. The facts are being laid forth
most clearly to the very Christian
leaders who object in any way to
Bush’s ruling party. Oh, he keeps
ones like Falwell, Graham, Crouch,
etc., on the line--but they are
fundamentalists who have set their
churches and doctrines upon the story
given forth by your very enemies.
The conservatives have no sails and
their boats are sunk. From a “Christian” perspective, there is no role to
be played in this so-called New World
Order because it’s godless, i.e., the
Tower of Babel. It is going nowhere.
It’s totally humanistic. It is without
faith and is foredoomed to failure.
But how can this be? Bush continually invokes God’s help and before the war in the Gulf he loudly
proclaimed his own faith not only in
the New World Order but also in God.
He said he prayed to the Lord and the
Lord told him to strike at Saddam
Hussein. Why do you say the New
World Order then, is Godless?
What you see is NOT what you
get! You have to remember some
things--Billy Graham also showed up
at the White House with the President
before you struck Iraq.
The way this false kind of faith
alluded to works is that a president
decides what he is going to do and then
he calls upon God to bless what he has
already decided to do.
This is having a form of the faith
but without any substance. It is all
eyewash and lip service, and it’s quite
frankly the kind of thing God most
hates and despises. In fact, I believe
you also find the words representing
God’s position in the matter of this
type of misrepresentation: “I will
smash them with a rod of iron like they
are potter’s vessels.”
So, please know--when you have
bits of prayers at the White House and
mention the ‘‘G” word--as it should
be called--that is, “God” and you
have someone like Billy Graham, a
noted leader with an “in with God”
along, then that’s not really the faith at
all. That is something that is totally
disgusting. -..
_ _- .
.
You are living in remarkable times
where some of the liberal church
groups--not really Christian groups,
just religious groups--are against every military action in the history of the
Pieuse see 0 WGC, next puge
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world--but certainly are liberal in every other aspect of breaking the ten
commandments. Then you have some
who will change with the apparent
flow of “Godliness” in action and
what is politically proper for the time
being. Even a blind pig can see that a
stopped clock is right at least twice a
day and keeps right on rooting. Usually these ones who were right about
hating the Gulf War in point--were
right for the WRONG REASONS.
But then you get it: “Just war--this
is a Just war!“. To cover their own
ignorance as to what the war was
about, because we don’t expose our
congregations to any of this type of
information because they consider it
Heinous and Satanic--no indeed, it is
far better to mumble “just war”.
FUNDAMENTALISTS’ SUPPORT OF THE WAR

BOLSHEVIKS: OPPOSED TO
RELIGION??
You have been led to believe that
the Bolsheviks are opposed to anything of a spiritual and religious nature. In fact this is NOT TRUE at all.
Mt. Athos remained the center of
religious instruction for decades and
indeed retains that position to this day.
The Bolshevik’s hatred of religion
was directed solely at Christianity.
The revival of the Fellowship of
Faiths is a sign of the times; barriers
are allegedly down in Europe and the
nations of Europe are said to be uniting in one big happy family. As long
as diverse religions remain a force, the
advent of a One World Government
will be delayed. Bertrand Russell
once put it succinctly: ‘‘ . . .religion is
a nuisance, if we cannot take control
of it, then we must get rid of it.”
So having failed to ‘ ‘get rid of it”,
other tactics are being employed, using the shop-worn relativistic idea that
all religions are the same and of equal
value. Proof that the onslaught against
Christianity has not diminished is to
be found in the attack upon the U.S.
Constitution, which is being mounted
in increasing intensity by Lloyd Cutler
who was recently joined in this effort
by Attorney
General
Richard
Thomburgh and today it is all-out
free-for-all, especially through the
Zionists/Holocaust proclamations.
The same type of zealous denouncement came about with the Native Americans. Oh, you went out and
you made them religious all right-religiously hate the very sight of you
so-called Christians. You see--they
never lost Christ. They lived in balance and harmony with God (Great
Spirit) and the Creations of God. Yes,
there were some ‘‘unGodly” Indians
but, brothers, nothing to even begin to
compare to unGodly Christians.
But why the massive effort to put
aside this great document called the
Constitution? The U.S. Constitution
is second only to the Word of God and
would not work unless based on Christian LAW. It has ceased to work
because you have always seen to the
breaking of the Laws and not to the
required enforcing of them. There is
a Constitutional Law that REQUIRES
BALANCING OF THE BUDGET
THROUGH THE STATES EVERY
YEAR! It has NEVER been honored.
This political tyranny will sweep
the land if you do not have the protection of the Constitution. It is one

tars to bring the people of your
country to heel under a tyrannical
government to then be shifted under the rule of Britain through the

UN. You will have a Soviet-run
military force to see to its working.
Only unrestricted private gun ownership is standing between the American
people and those seeking to enslave
them--right now. Yes, God does
allow the defense of one’s family and
property *
The spirit of evil, that hatred of the
right to freedom embodied in the
Constitution, is gaining ground, and
grows stronger with the passage of
time. Spiritually wicked men in high
places abound; they are everywhere at
work to enslave men, not only physically, but spiritually also. A frightening example of how successful they
have become confronts you in the
largest slave empire the world has
ever known, to whit, the Union of
Socialist Soviet Republics. Don’t act
surprised, please--they proclaim to
the world to be Atheistic! That does
not mean that the spiritually Godly
people ceased to be Godly. Remember that in the ending times of the
world, as you know it--the evil would
be more evil and the holy would be
ever more holy. Be thankful of that in
the Russian people for they often ride
“white” horses.
You are supposed to believe that
the Soviet Union is disintegrating and
that, as a system, it will soon be
archaic. There is no more cold war
and on and on ad nauseam. “Communism” is also a LIE but THEY call it
Communism so I call it Communism.
Communism as the Soviets practiced
it will never change. It may do so on
the surface but at the core there will be
very little change. Remember that all

whatsoever. The Communists and
Zionists are pulling all the strings--all
moving back as a unit to the Committee of 300.
FELLOWSHIP OF FAITHS
What is this “term” and how does
it fit in? What political events could be
impacted? You will have to go first
into the history of the One World
Government movement. Remember
the blueprint according to the Protocols, etc.?
The idea of a unified religious
faith is certainly not new. It seems to
sound good until you consider that the
Baptists can’t even get along with the
Methodists and neither can get along
with the Catholics, much less the
whole group melding in with the
Mormons who have a SECRET
ORGANIZATION to match only the
Vatican. So, whose doctrines will you
use? None follow the rules of the
Great Spirit Creator--so whose will
you choose? Well--so, you will
democratically “vote-something-in”.
The concept of unified “religion” is
as old as Christianity itself and even
prior. You will find as you investigate
the matter THAT THE OBJECTNE

Now here is where the boys got
separated from the men in the ‘ ‘Christian” blood-lust. The Jerry Falwells
of the fundamentalists queued up right
quickly to support the war. These
preachers have allowed their religion
to become politics. War is not of God.
IS TO DESTROY THE WHOLE
Defense is acceptable--going to war is
CONCEPT OF CHRISTIANITY BY
not. I would suggest that if war were
WHATEVER NAME.
suitable you would send 100,CKKl
troops
WHAT IS KEDRANATH DAS
into Washington D. C. and actually
GUPTA
defend your nation and people. That,
of course, would not be virtuous--but
And what is Kedranath Das Gupta?
send them 10,000 miles away to put
Is it some kind of Amaranth goop?
down a dastardly Hitler-like someNo. Who were the men behind a
body seems to be OK. Now, no one
fellowship of faiths? The movement
ever showed that Saddam was a Hitlerwas the idea of Kedranath Das Gupta,
like man--Bush certainly showed that
who was a member of the Executive
HE IS.
Committee of the pro-Communist War
You went to war for the British
and to put a vile pig with 80 wives back
of the men on the Lenin govern- Resisters League which advocates
on a monarchial throne. I think that
ment--Communism govemment-ms- armed proletarian revolution. There
anyone who sits to simply read the
ter were and still are “Jewish” in is no need to argue with me--GO
commandments will find several things
origin. Some, like Lenin--in fact LOOK UP THE INFORMATION.
The formal first session of the
amiss in the Gulf War.
most-simply huve changed names to
Fellowship
of Faiths in America was
At any rate, I have just been eshide origin. We have written about
pousing the truths about the fundathis at length so spare us the time of held in Chicago in 1933 (at least by
mentalists and the connections with
argument herein. No one has tom up that title) and the true nature and intent
MasonicOrdersandtheBritish Crown.
and scrapped (really) the Constitution of the movement was soon declared by
I have permission to utilize more
of the USSR. There are still well over Sir Rabindranath Tagore, the founder
of Dr. Coleman’s fine research and
twelve million political and religious of the pro-Communist school in India
am most happy to share it with you.
prisoners still incarcerated in those (British) that bears his name and unThe time appears to be right to draw
Soviet prisons. Some of them--yours! derscored by Bishop Montgomery
attention to the lesser known activity
Men as far back as the Korean War. Brown, an Atheist-Communist keyof the Washington-Moscow partnerNote, too, that Bush has not made note speaker. Montgomery closed
ship in the religious theater of operathis a condition of any of the treason- one of his speeches with the following
tions. You must remember, religion
ous treaties he agreed to during the admonition to the delegates who wildly
control IS the primary rule for takeGorbachev’s “summit” meetings. cheered him:
“TherewillexistacompleteWorld
over. I’ll just cruise along herein and
When you should have been able to
sort some things that you might well
“read his lips” Bush was silent. The
forget to look at closely.
of the desired goals of the conspira- fact is--he is not in control in any way
Please see 0 WGC, nesi page
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Who Is
The Real
Enemy?

Fellowship of Faiths only when the standpoint. ” Forget that either one or FOUGHT YOUR VERY WAR FOR
Gods are banished from the Skies and the other might be correct but that both INDEPENDENCE AGAINST ENthe Capitalists from the Earth. ’’ Now could not be totally correct as shown GLAND--THAT IS “GREAT BRITis that not a beautiful thought, for you by the fact of four separate entities, AIN” AND THE QUEEN. PLEASE
nice Americans especially? It is fur- each differing. “He has worked for SPARE ME THE MOANING AND
ther interesting that Sir Rabindranath 25 years on this idea and latterly found GROANING--THEY HAVE ONLY
Tagore, a man whose ideas were so at a cordial co-operator in an American, COME BACK WITH MORE SEodds with the beliefs of the British, Mr. Charles F. Weller, who had for VERE PENALTIES AND TAXES
was knighted by the very people he years been working hard for a League AND YOrJ HAVE ALLOWED
was allegedly railing against. Isn’t of Neighbors.”
THEM IN BY YOUR OWN DOING.
history fascinating?
Where were
“When they spoke to me a few
What think ye, that makes today
l/29/92 #l
HATONN
YOUR teachers of history?
At each turn of
years ago about forming a Fellowship “DIFFERENT”?
Sir Rabindranath was a great be- of Faiths, the idea made an instant eras--all thingsarepossible--AGAIN-In the midst of that which seems
liever in sex education for very young appeal. In America a Parliament of for you never finish in truth the wonthe total darkness is the most brilliant
children and so, I suppose his impact Religions assembled in 1893. In Paris ders before you. You are given gifts
of insight for in the darkness the
lingers on in your controlled,society in 1904 commenced a series of ses- of pearls from God and you cast them
distractions are few if there also be
today. One would tend to think of this sions of the International Congress of back into the path of the swine. Why
silence. Hatonn present to share in
plague upon your children as a new the History of Religions, other ses- would God “rapture” YOU--YOU
Light and Loving care.
thing, wouldn’t you ? Something that sions of which were held in Basel, who deny HIM??
The Truths are hard to accept, as
“The Maharajah Gaekwar of
you could say is “new” and therefore Oxford and Leiden. ”
the training is long and well-prepared
“untried” and having failed otherIt is not by accident that these Barodawaselected International Presiin the darkening of your world. It does
wise--. Well, forget “new”, ithadits cities were chosen, for especially in dent; it is now proposed to hold in
not mean that potential for vision is
roots in the Cult of Dionysus (another Basel, Oxford and Leiden, are found London in 1936 a second such congone, only that the picture is not clear.
name for Satan) so all of you who tout the organizations who promote Lib- gress. ”
The most striking objection to such
and tell me that you know this or that eration Theology. The violent antiWHO IS ARE REAL ENEMY
because Dionysus speaks to you--spare Christian ideas generated there were a ‘ ‘meeting of religious minds’ ’ comes
me the offense of having to set you nurtured and then turned into action from the words of Christ who asked,
As with all things--two sides in
straight. Some will say, “Oh, I have throughout the world. L&den today is ‘‘ . . . what communion doth darkness
minimum counting--exist and even in
aguide ‘Diomanalo’, etc. Lookagain-- THE center of revolutionary ideas, have with light?” In those few proyour dimension of locking into time
because the lamp they bear is inter- and some consider it to be thehome of found words lie the death knell of
and space restraints--you will find
ideas of people who have long sought three
esting (to say the least) and it was Liberation Theology.
firmly established among the priests
It was out of Leiden that the traitor the demise of Christianity by merg’
You cannot listen to a thing, say,
of Baal and the Egyptian priesthood of Heissewitz came, the son of a Jewish ing, or better yet, submerging it in a
Yeltsin saying that all is well and no
Osiris. Before you ones own up to Rabbi who succeeded in dividing the floodtide of other religions.
You longer will missiles be pointed at U .S .
“speakers” supposedly of the Heav- Christian church in South Africa and think YOU would stand up as a Christargets. It means NOTHING--for
enly realms--I suggest you do a lot thus opening the door to the heathen tian? NO--the fact that it is being
there is no longer need of the missiles
black hordes of the African National discussed indicates that YOU WOULD
more work in your history books.
in any type of war. You are locked
Well, but what of Hatonn? It is Congress to swarm in. If ever there NOT!
into a new grid system with different
*******
spelled and pronounced “ Aton” and was a case of treason against the
types of weaponry.
Please allow us a rest break and
I think most of your “speakers” will Christian faith, that dishonor belongs
How can it be, then, that Hatonn
quite quickly deny me, denounce me to Professor Heissewitz, alias Profes- allow ones to ponder the words for that
can say Russia is your enemy and turn
and finally threaten to “hang up on sor Heynes, a dedicated spiritual en- which we bring forth now is the basis about and say that from Russia will
for man’s journey through this veil of
you” if you continue to use my name. emy of Christendom.
come your help? Because evil is the
It would be most surprising to
To return to the statement made by expression. Be most careful as to your
enemy of goodness and, therefore,
“druthers” for “druthers” don’t
have found Christian priests and lead- Sir Thomas Younghusband:
one facet of the Russia of which we
ers actually accepting the idea of a
‘‘In London in 1924 a Conference count.
Please see ENEMY, next pa
Hatonn to stand-by, please.
fellowship of faiths and actively work- of the Living Religions of the Empire
ing together with haters of Christian- (the British Empire, that is) was held.
ity back in 19 10, if you did not see the And in 1933 in Chicago, continued in
I AM SANANDA
very same thing happening right be- 1934 in New York, a Congress of the
fore your eyes as you enter the year World Fellowship of Faiths was conJESUS, ESU,
AD 1992 in stepped-up measure.
vened under the presidency of the
IMMANUEL
In
1910
a Sir
Francis Honorable Herbert Hoover and Miss
Younghdsband (yet another Knight of Jane Addams.”
Oh, you are apthe British monarchy) made the fol- palled--England wouldn’t treat uslike
SANANDA POSTER
lowing statement:
that, you might object: DOES ANYThis 111 color poster of Sananda was
painted by artist, Randall B. Singleton.
“The idea of a World Friendship ONE REMEMBER A REVOLUIt is a life-like portrait masterfully creof Faiths originated with an Indian and TION?
REMEMBER A REVOated
and a wonderful art piece that will
an American. Kedranath Das Gupta LUTION CALLED THE “AMERIadd
special meaning to your home,
was a native of Chittagong in Eastern CAN REVOLUTION”? WHO DID
office, church or meeting room. The
Bengal, a town whose inhabitants are YOU WAR WITH? WHY? DIDN’T
poster also makes an excellent gift for
composed of four of the great reli- YOU LEARN ANYTHING AT ALL
friends, family or co-workers.
gions of the world. ’ ’
FROM THAT WAR? BECAUSE OF
Price $15.00 (Plus Shipping)
“The idea occurred to Mr. Das THAT WAR DIDN’T YOU WRITE
Size 16” X 20”
Gupta that a fellowship for the union A CONSTITUTIONFORFREEDOM
of East and West might be formed for PROTECTION? FROM WHOM? IS
the mutual appreciation of each other’s ANYBODY OUT THERE?? YOU America West P.O. Box 986 Tehachapi, CA 93581 800-7294131
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State of the Union
1129192 #l HATONN

The state of your Union is horrendous. Did Bush give you anything
upon which to base attitudes of change?
He even toid you that there would
come more and more deviations from
the Constitution--specifically in Freedom of Speech--using
“antiSemitism” with the same abandon as
the Zionists. If you really listened to
the speech--it is all quite clear in
intent. Moreover--he was simply announcing that you are going to be
sucked along exactly as the plans run
and you haven’t anything to say about
it.
You are disarming America because you have been ordered to do so.
The assumption is that you can be
brought under control easily now and
you have sufficient weapons for little
interim nuclear wars in the Middle
East, etc. The toys are of no use or
value as you recognize the weapons to
be--the ones you are shown are totally
obsolete.
WHY DIDN’T YOU KNOW?
Don’t come to me and say, “We
That is not so-for a century there have been ones
bringing total truth. Just this past
couple of weeks a series has been
shown on cable network (public) on
the Secret Intelligence. Perhaps it is

had no wav to know! *’

ENEMY. cont. from previous page.

example will be that which works with
your portion of Godly people--but the
U.S. Government may well be the
deadly Russian enemy--that means that
in taking down your government the
perception and actually action will
probably be to take out major portions
of the nation. God’s enemy has taken
possession of the nations of the world.
Who, for instance is your (God’s child
in Truth) deadly enemy? Your government which has fallen to the Elite
evil and the intention is to enslave you
ones of ‘ ‘the people’ *.
The worst news that you can get
and yet, the most obvious show and
tell, is Yeltsin coming to spend time
with Bush at Camp David--that should
send chills into thine very life center.
However, it means that Yeltsin has no
control over the events of most importance in his own nations.

not totally detailed but I promise you
that there is enough information to
have awakened the entire world if
anyone had listened. The series was
done in 1988, so yes, there are changes
but it took your CIA through and into
the SOD (Special Operations) and into
the massive fingers of ‘‘Black Operations” andcode-named projects. John
Coleman, Eustace Mullins and dozens
of others have been pleading with you
to listen and you have turned from
them and persecuted them or allowed
their persecution. But it is now time,
for you have gone about as far as you
can go on the planet as is.
Dharma is brought into awakening
this morning with fourteen new projects
needing tending and three different
subjects to be penned into JOURNALS along with enough information
needing sharing on an immediate basis--that we blew all the fuses and
circuits. I had to call a central meeting
to personally prioritize and hand out
jobs. Please, readers, we are in receiving of so many wondrous things
‘from you ones that we are slow to
respond in just the sorting of them.
We will get to them as quickly as
possible and we have turned one or
two superb writings over to readers to
evduate. -Got that’r&‘t ev&ate’but,
rather, some things are intended for
insight assistance for the human receiver and must be looked at through
human eyes, One is a summary of
information for those who refuse to
listen and refuse to effort to look at the
material because of sheer magnitude
of the job in point. Another is giving
actual seminars on the eight PLEIADES CONNECTIONS, as are several--and this material is the most
important section of material as regards manifestation and soul progression. Please accept that I receive
all this information and am responding directly to the best of our communications exchange. Since there is a
central focus here, I appreciate your
sharing
foi I cannot
allow
misperceptions of our material to be
spread about if receivers are incorrect.
Keep it to the “in my opinion” category always, and you are safe. Time
passage is bringing back ones who
have actually attacked us personally
either through Thedra’s group and/or
opinions given by others about our
work on the basis of mis- and disinformation from totally ignorant
personages. There is never intent to

actually gain knowledge of the work if
the point is todeceive or tear you away
from you utilizing this material. If
“they” study the material, they find it
to be Ttruth and theie is nothing
available for the discounting. Therefore, to serve their own dark gods-ignorance must be maintained.
A good rule of thumb to get over
such encounters is to simply ask the
denouncer; “Have you personally even
read the material?” and “ALL OF
IT??” “Every line of it?” “From
where do YOU get your authority to
critique the material” and “WHO
TOLD YOU?” If they give you the
old, “I’ve been bringing material for
Sananda, Hatonn and God (Aton) for
45 years and thus and so--” see if they
speak as ones speaking FOR GOD or
allowing God to speak for self. The
clues become man focused and the
argument will cease to be of God
projection but defense is totally of
physical level of protest. Then, I
suggest you tell them quite succinctly and directly that “Hatonn
claims to speak in direct authority
From Aton and will speak with any
energy form available to any human
spokesman.” See what you get for
a response. I stand totally on the
word of the Laws for I brought
them, sent them and now bring
them again. I come again Cith my
people of the Hosts and with my
spokesman of TRUTH in reclamation of that which is MINE. For
those fragments who choose to travel
with the dark energies--so be it.
If you do not care for the material brought-trash
it.
HOWEVER, I CAN ONLY TELL YOU
HOW IT IS--YOU ARE TRASHING YOUR SECURE JOURNEY
OF’F THIS PLACE OF HUMAN
COMPRESSION FOR YOU ARE
CHILDRENOFTHELIE-BASED
ON THE LIES PRESENTED BY
MAN, GOD HAS GIVEN LAWS
AND THERE ARE BASIC AND
UNCHANGING LAWS OFNATURAL CREATION WHICH CANNOT BE CHANGED--YOU
ARE
RESPONSIBLE TO BOTH AND
NONE OTHER. THE CHOICE IS
YOURS.
I Come as/with/within
God-:Aton: The central Light--ONE
LIGHT). If ye speak not with meye are NOT speaking to God. You
me lying to self and those who
listen. You might ask, “Who do

you think you are? I know someone
called Ramtha and Lazarus, and
thus and so and they say and - - - ” I say that I AM AND I AM
FELLING you
WITHOUT DEBATE--HOW IT WILL BE IN MY
PLAN.
YOU MAY DISAGREE
AND YOU MAY DENY AND YOU
MAY RUN TO YOUR LOCAL
GURU. I TELL YOU WHO I AM
AND WHY I COME--AND I HAVE
THE CONTROL OF THE SCENARIO SO YOU MAY TAKE IT
OR LEAVE IT--ULTIMATELY
YOUR SECURITY AND SAFETY
RESTS SQUARELY IN MY HANDS
AND JUDGMENT
OF YOUR
READINESS FOR INTEGRATION
INTO HIGHER
DIMENSIONAL
EXPERIENCES.
“STICKS AND
STONES
CANNOT
BREAK MY
BONESAND WORDS WILLNEVER
HURT ME”--BUT
THEY CAN
EACH AND ALL DESTROY YOU.’
PONDER IT.’

Dharma, again I believe that we
shall speak on “Christianity” because
we come close to the time of choices
within each and the misperceptions far
outnumber the correct assumptions. I
want, as you ponder our recent writings of fundamentalism, that you
harken to last evening and one present
WITH the Presidential family as a
confidant and advisor--Billy Graham.
Be .cautious indeed, for you. must
realize that the Billy Graham you see
is not that which WAS. Moreover,
you can KNOW that for self--easily.
Billy Graham had surgery for cancer
years ago which would have left him
virtually speechless. I believe you
will note that he speaks a lot--all over
the world. You again, are victims of
the terrible lie against God and Christianity. Thereare no “JUST WARS”
friends--for if only one side be ‘‘right’ ’
then obviously it is not a “just war”
for the other. GOD CHOOSES NONE
ABOVE ANOTHER AND THEREFORE ANY HUMAN PROCLAIMING A THING TO BE “JUST”
ONLY SEES FROM THE SIDE OF
HIS OWN PERSPECTIVE AND
THE VERY VISIONING OF SUCH
NARROW SIGHT--IS NOT OF
GOD--FOR WITH GOD ALL
l-HINGS ARE GIVEN IN JUSTWSS!
WHO MAKES SUCH LAWS? I
DO, AND FURTHER, I CONTINUE
r0 ALLOW YOU TO DO TYAT
Please see UNION, next page
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Christianity is unique; it stands
alone; it is the basis of the economic
system you call Capitalism. Shocking? Why? It is because since the turn
of your century, at least, Capitalism
has had no real meaning in “fact”. It
has been totally and completely prostituted and abased by the Conspirators
of the One World Government--just
exactly as has been the term and
realization of “Communism”. Without Christianity, the world would
plunge into a New Dark Age, such as
overwhelmed it during the 15th century. Why? Because true Christianity
takes in ALL creeds, all colors--ALL
who function in the human form of
knowledge and thought reason. It is a
state of being or progression of consciousness toward the Christed workings of God of Light, according to the
balanced guidelines and guarantees
given by God through the LAWS for
your species and orderly growth. The
remainder of natural creation work
within the Natural Laws which simply
ARE and cannot be changed--only
brought into imbalance and disharmony. This state of affairs in the
physical manifestation is always accomplished through the human projection according to his chosen direr

tion. At some point in each “stage what are you honestly willing to give
play” comes the point of total im- UP?
You remind me of the monkey
balance wherein balance shall be returned in natural sequence regardless with his hand in the narluw-mouthed
of what the “human” does. He will jar. He can grasp the peanuts within
bring self into balance or he sharl be but cannot remove them in clenched
given lessons through the imbalance fist. Yet if he unfolds his hands he
and ultimately Mother Nature will drops them all. Wouldn’t it be higher
work it all out in very proper sequence intelligence to reason out the problem
and simply
of events.
- _ turn the jar into another
Bring MAN into balance and har- container? That is for the monkey-mony and the rest follows as surely as for human of higher reason--if that be
the balanced .order of the universe. all the peanuts on the planet--you had
SO, it is MAN out of control for YOU better at one, save one and hopefully
have &led yourway “Ch&ia”
and have one or two to plant. THERE IS
yet moved directly in opposition to the RESPONSIBILITY IN BEING IN
REASONING
Christed teachings and State of Being. THE HIGHER
All the arguing and voting will not MANIFESTATION OF MAN! Furchange an iota of the fact of it. Until ther, you must understand that every
thedirection and intent of man changes, action bears a reaction--cause and effeet. If you eat all the peanuts the
things will further deteriorate.
I get petition after petition asking consequences are that you won’t have
for input and interference for “I am anY for later and none to grow. If
asking" are the pleas and “don’t 1 YOU chose to eat them all--why do
count”? Indeed, indeed--and if ask- YOU then blame GOD for your conseingin ~~0~s md honest intent--YOU qUenCe Of re.ZlCtiOn/effect? YOU Of
are in greatshape, aren’t you? Re- mankind have made some miserably
member, however, that you cannot poor and horrendous choices and now
change another--only self. So yes, the consequences are upon You as
yes, your petition is heard and hon- effect. NOW You want God to make
ored and you will find your path to be it all nice and shiny new for you while
quite cl& as YOU learn to release you dump your hadon the blood of a
those who are blinded and deafened. murdered man of 2000 years past and
Offer and then allow, is all you can do most of the world never believed in
Then WAIT UpoN WE c&l-‘).
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WHICH YOU WILL UNLESS YOU
DESTROY MY OTHER CREATIONS ACTING IN BALANCE.
OFTEN IT MEANS I MUST SIMPLY REMOVE MY BALANCED
AND “KNOWING” CHILDREN.
WHEN I SAY IT IS TIME TO WAKE
UP AND MAKE DECISIONS--I
MOST CERTAINLY MEAN IT.
YOU WHO SERVE SHALL BE
GIVEN THAT WHICH IS NEEDED
BUT OUR PURPOSE IS TO BRING
THE WORD AND SO SHALL IT
BE. SOBEIT. I AM. ISHALLNOT
MISLEAD YOU NOR WILL I
CODDLE YOU TO GIVE PHYSICAL EMOTIONAL COMFORT IN
FALSENESS--YOU WILL DECIDE
ON THE BASIS OF TRUTH OF
REALITY OF EXPERIENCE. WE
SHALL GIVE YOU REASON AND
LOGIC SO THAT YOU CAN FIND
TRUTH AND THE PROOF--BUT
YOU SHALL MAKETHE CHOICE-NOT ME FOR THEE.

you

cannot force and be of God. Each
must desire the change’and it is part of
your coming into KNOWING to retognize as much and yet, continue
constantly to call upon the Hosts for
assistance for it keeps you attached
and prepared for service in your own
purpose. Remember that prayers are
rarely ever answered as YOU BELIEVE THE RESPONSE TO BE-because you know not another’s contract nor the purpose of that which
already IS. YOU, in honest intent will
not be given more than you can bear-evenif it seems otherwise. Thereare
some wise words which the Master
Teacher brought you--“To save your
life you must give up your life.I” Now
how much are you willing to give up
of the physical to save that of the
infinite? All save sex on Friday nights?
All save my security funds? All save
talking badly about my neighbor and
hating him just a little bit? What are
you ACTUALLY willing to give up to
save your own infinite soul? I didn’t
say you had to even give it up--~ said

that particular fW.ity in the first
PhtCe.

Does that mean that the majority do
not have equal Christ Presentation?
No--ALL DO, for GOD IS JUST! IN
OTHER WORDS--YOU DID IT,
NOW YOU ARE CAUGHT IN
THOSE CHOICES OF ACTION OR
INACTION. YOU MUST UNDERSTAND INACTION REPRESENTS
AS MUCH ACTION AS DOES ANY
OTHER CHOICE. I CAN’T HELP
IT IF YOU CHOOSE TO DISBELIEVE ME OR MY PRESENCE-THAT IS SIMPLY ANOTHER ONE
OF YOUR CHOICES AND IN THE
ENDING WE SHALL SEE WHO
HANDLES INFINITY TO THE
ULTIBEST ADVANTAGE.
MATELY YOU SHALL HANDLE
IT, YOUKNOW, ANDYOUSHALL
DO IT IN “MY” WAY: IN THE
MEANWHILE DO THAT WHICH
YOU WILL FOR I HAVE NO
CAUSE TO JUDGEONEWAYOR
ANOTHER--I SHALL GATHER
THOSE WHICH ARE MINE AND
WANT TO COME AND YOU MAY
DO WHAT EVER THE ADVER-

SARY OF THE PHYSICAL PLANE
HAS TO DEAL OUT TO YOU-WHILE YOU LAST.
DO I
THREATEN YOU? NO--THIS SIMpLy Is THE WAY IT Is
The Christian creed was not appreciated
by

Sir
Thomas
Younghusband
nor Sir Thomas
Youugblood of recent writings. It is

not appreciated by the legislators of
Please see UNIQUE, next page
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your country. *The Fellowship of
Faiths sought to merge Christianity
with other religions and so cause it to
lose its unique identity, and the legislators of your country have carried
forward Youngblood’s ideas. You
can easily see it in the falsely vile
doctrine of “separation of church and
state’ ’. What is really meant by this
term? It simply means the total suppression of CHRIST-ianitu. The point
in focus was the intent to turn a “State
of Being” into a State of Religion so
that the workings within the Laws of
God would not need be noted.
Youngblood did not explain the
nature of the Threefold Movement
and the League of Neighbors. No
wonder, when it becomes known that
both the foregoing stood for the unbridled revolution against Christianity
and the Western ideals which rest
upon it. “But,” you say, “...we are
talking about something called the
Church of Christ and/or Christian and
ChristIAN Baptist, Methodist, Catholic ad nauseam. ’’ No, you are talking
about MAN doctrines according to his
opinion of how a “thing” SHOULD
be structured--not according to the
teachings nor state of being of Christ.
As mentioned, the founder of the
“Threefold
Movement’ ’ was
Kedranath Das Gupta, a real fundamentalized Communist revolutionary. Other notables who joined
with Das Gupta were as follows:
Keith Harkie: A Communist
member of the British Labour Party.
Felix Adler: A notable Zionist
and founder of the leftist Ethical Culture Society in New York.
H. G. Wells: Oops--aher, “. . .you
said, Hatonn, to go watch the Time
Machine, etc. ” So? I certainly did
and I hope you did so. You had better
start seeing how its going to come out
if you allow the Planners to complete
the story.
Representing Bertrand Russell
and the pro-drug league headed by
Aldous Huxley. Wells was an ardent
socialist and a member of the Socialist
International Society founded in 1919.
fi’ells was also a member of the secret
Masonic society Kibbo Kif? Kindred
(K.GKj. 3;s 32 wa!!, KKK as you
recogniz,:: 1: i :, ;fmp1y more o”Tthe
same type of secret actions from the
very same source. You just kid yourself into some blathering about “white
supremecy”, etc. It is simply hatemongering right out of the dark secret
societies begun by the Satanic organizations of Freemasonry. Actions are
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used .as tools: to continue hatred and
chaos--it c&tainly can have nothing to
do with the CHRIST state of, being.
TheKibboKift Kindred and “Clarte”
histories are very hard to dig up but
ones have done so and shared with
you.
KKK-“Clarte”
had its headquarters in the Grand Orient Nine
Sisters Lodge in Paris, the sanie
Freemasonic lodge which p!ay&l .a
major role in the bloody FienCh R&or
lution, of which Moses Hess, one of
the most virulent .Communists the
world had ever known, was a memr
ber.
Hess and Wells actively supported
the offspring of Clarte; the Society for
Cultural Relations with Soviet Russia.
It was in the confines of the sinister
Nine Sisters Freemasoni Lodge in’
Paris where Wells made the statement
that set him in opposition to Christianity and which later appeared in his
book, THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO
COME: ‘Henc$orth the new worEd
government will not br6tik the com-

petition of rival religious systems. It
will have no place for Christianity.
There must henceforth be only one
faith in the worhi, the mod expression of the world.community. ‘?
Annie Besant. Besant was a no-

table member of the Fabian Society
established in London by Sydney and
Beatrice Webb as a leftist club for the
Elite of Britain, the sole purpose of
which was to foment a climate in
which Communism would become
acceptable.
Besant was the spiritual successor
to Madame Blavatsky, founder of
Theosophy. Besant was head of CoMasonry and was allied with Clarte
and the Grand Orient Nine Sisters
Lodge. Besant was very active in
promoting what she called “social
democracy’ ’, one of the forerunners
of Willy Brandt’s “Socialist Intemational ’’.
You shall come to see the great
harm done by all of these people, and
I shall mention the organizations they
represented at the time, and whose
successors now befoul this great land,
the United States of America.
Miss Jane .4ddams,
Addams
founded the Women’s International
League in conjunction with. Mrs.
Pethwick Lawrence. Notice these are
big “society” names, not the types
one associates with the mad bombers
who were attacking the Czar and his
family in Russia. Addams was a
confidant of several American presidents, which is interesting because of
the fact that she also belonged to the

KKK-Clarte and Co-Masonry.
Addams wasanenthusiastic backer
of Wall.Street investment in the Soviet
Union and a stockholder in Nicolai
Lenin’s Rtissian-Am&can Industrial
Corporation and the Communist
Federation Press.
Apart from Lenin, another close
friend of Addams was Rosika
Schwimmer.’
Schwimmer is in.&resting b-use she-was a close confidant,ofCti& &rolyi, the man who
handed Hungary on a pl& to the Red
terror directed by the beast, the foul
murderer, “Bela Kuhn” (real name:
Cohen). It was Addamswhoarranged
a lecture tour of America ‘for Count
Karolyi. Addams was a member of
the Federal Council of Churches.
Among her closest friends were
the Freemasons Dr. Glen Frank, Dr.
John Lapp and Dr. Newton Baker (all
Communists).
Mrs. Pethwick Lawrence. Definitely Mrs. ‘Lawrence was a memberof .the British “upper crust” and a
notable society figure in London in the
early 1900’s. Mrs. Pethwick was cofounder of the Women’s International
League along with Jane Addams. Like
Addams, she was a member of CoMasonry and da l&ding member of
Blavatsky and Besant’s Theosophical
Society.
Mr. Charles Weller. Mr. Weller
was a Capidist-Communist millionaire & a perid in history where the
term really meant something. He was
not a Donald Trump type of millionaire. Thetaskof organizing theAme&
can Chapter of theFellowshipof Faiths
was given to Weller, who. quickly
obtained the blessing of Sanhuel
Untermeyer, aleading American Jewish Zionist and oni of the controllers
of President Woodrow Wilson.
Untermeyer received Weller’sproposal with great glee and immediately
took it to Woodrow Wilson who endorsed it on the instructions of another
of his controllers, Mr. Justice Brandeis. In fact the controllers of President Woodrow Wilson, Baruch,
Untermeyer and Brandeis made no
secret of their blackmail powers over
President Wilson.

A close associate, Mr. Samuel
of the New Zionist Organization, said: ‘‘Mr. Woodrow
Wilson, for good and sufficient reasons, always attached the greatest
importance to the advice of a very
prominent Zionist. ” He should have
said, “to three prominent Zionists”.
Oh, are we going to get back to the
Zionists? Yes indeed, you will find it
all started in the highest inner-sancturns of the British anti-Christs. By
any name they are your enemy on this
planet--the anti-Christ, as you like to
refer to the adversary. WHY DO
YOU THINK THEY WANT TO
MAKE LAWS THAT YOU CANNOT SPEAK AGAINST NOR DENY
THEM? USE YOUR GOD-GIFTED
BRAINS, LITTLE EARTH-DWELLERS--THEY ARE ABOUT TO BECOME YOUR PRISON-MASTERS
FOR THE REST OF PHYSICAL
EXPERIENCE ON THE PLANET
EARTH-SHAN. Bigot? Dear ones,
there are not strong enough words in
your Earth Languages to express the
extent of my loathing of this representative of the highest adversary of
goodness in the dimension of physical
man. I respect my enemy--AND I
KNOW MY ENEMY. LIKEWISE
THIS ENERGY FORM KNOWS HIS
LIMITATIONS AGAINST ME AND
MY HOST AS WELL AS MY CHILDREN ALREADY IN CHOICE. If
you are not concerned about the evil
about you--then I suggest YOUare
going to be most unpleasantly awakened one of these days very soon.
YOU HAVE MET YOUR ENEMY
AND YOU HAVE CAUSED HIM
TO “BE”.
PONDER IT. CAREFU.LLY.
The “good and sufficient mmnS”
referred to by Mr. Landmann were the
packet of love letters written by Wilson to Mrs. Peck who, in exchange
for considerations for her embattled
son, handed them over to Untermeyer
and Baruch.
“Oh come on, Hatonn,” you retort, “.. .don’t try to sell USon illicit
affairs all the way back to Wilson. ”
No, I won’t, for it goes much, much
Landman

Please see UNI(XIE. next page
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to peace, stability and religious free- theme ’ ‘ What Christianity means to
dom. On the Contrary, its revolution- me”.
a.i~ activities showed exactly what the
Among the leaders and organizers
League intended.
The following of the Threefold Movement were to be
“poem”, called Afler the Order of found the following religions and rewitiwomen--made-J
women,the***~elChiSedek(OOPS!!)becamepart
spective people:
of
the
manifesto
of
the
Fellowship
of
Peck “romance” being one such
HINDUISM:
Represented by S. N. Malik of
particularly torrid one. Most fool- Faiths:
“I have no temple
India, a member of the Beni Israel
ishly (as is the usual case of such
and no creed.
sect.
disregard for public attitudes), Wilson
I
celebrate
no
mysexpressed his love-lom sentiments in
ZOROASTRIANISM:
tic rite,
writing to Mrs. Peck. Peck was an
Represented by Dr. A. D. Jillia of
23-ehuman heart is
the Parsees.
“indiscretion” which crippled Wilall I need.
JUDAISM:
son’s Presidency and your nation along
Wherein I worship
Represented by Rabbi A. A.
with him, and brought about America’s
day
and
night.
Green of the Hempstead, London
entry into the First World War. Hard
The human heart is
synagogue. As with Rabbi Green who
to accept, is it not?
all I need.
changed his name to be more acceptBoth Wilson and Harding supFor I have found
able, I have a suggestion in great
ported the League of Neighbors whose
God
ever
there-humor that perhaps George’s probinfluence and input into the Paris
lems would diminish somewhat if he
Peace Conference almost carried the
~veistheonesufjkient creed,
called himself Green”berg”.
day for the One World traitors, and we
And comradeship
through the centuries ones have
shall also further consider the Fellowthe
purest
prayer.
”
ship of Faiths in sequence herein.
changed names to a suitable asset as
This so-called prayer appears to be needed. It doesn’t change ANYRabbi S. Wise. Wise succeeded
Brandeis as Chairman of the Provin- quite good on the surface, but the THING--but gives the appearance of
cial Executive Committee for General human heart is not noted for generat- change. You had best hold close to
Zionist Affairs. Wise was also a ing true inspired love, which is why your “sense of humor” for it is somemember of the pro-Communist Emer- Christ’s Blessed Incarnation and Blood times the only visible link to the soul.
gency Peace Federation and 19 other Passion became a necessary PresentaMOHAMMEDANISM:
imer-connected Socialist/Communist tion and expression. It is this type of
Represented by M. A. Dard.
SPIRITUALISM:
organizations, including the Fabian humanism, inherited from the Fellowship of Faiths, which is so prevaReDresented bv Sir Arthur CoSociety.
nan Dbyle. Please note that this was
Many of these organizations are lent today.
The Fellowship of Faiths failed to the first time Spiritualism was held out
quite well, alive and kicking in the
tell
would-be
new members that it was to be a religion, a belief which continU.S. under other names today in 1992,
and are just as much of a menace to FREEMASONIC THROUGH AND ues to this day.
BUDDHISM:
your “Republican” United States of THROUGH-TAKEN VERBATIM
FROM
THE
MASONIC
INSTRUCAmerica as they were in 1919.
by Angarika
-_ Represented
_
Wise was the leading light of the TIONS ACCORDING TOTHE PRO- Uharmapala.
OF ONE WORLD
THEOSOPHY: Represented by
Jewish World Congress in Geneva in TOCOLS
Annie
Besant.
August of 1936, from which Congress GOVERNMENTBy
1926
the
Fellowship
of
Faiths
The
important point to remember,
wholeheartedly approved the Samuel
Untermeyer plan for war against Ger- was a well-established friend of revo- of course, is that all of these religions
A group calling itself areessentially anti-Christian (oops! !?).
many--this being three years prior to lution.
the actual declaration of war by Brit- Rosicrucians, dominated its executive Well, so too are the Christians! There
boards and committees. It had also are continuing contradictory signals
ain and France.
. Upton Sinclair.
Sinclair was a formed an alliance with the Fellow- sent out by the Fellowship of Faiths
member of the International Revo- ship of Reconciliation, whose mem- which are intended to lead to confulutionary Writers and a member of a bers in 1932 voted for the Communist sion and obscure the true mission of
number of affiliated societies along ticket in elections of’that year, particu- “Christ”.
It is noteworthy that literature
with Wise. Sinclair gave outright larly in New York and Chicago.
support to the Fellowship of Faith idea Please, let us not get sidetracked onto published by the Fellowship of Faiths
which would eventually unify and “Rosicrucians” at this writing. We was to be found in Communist bookbringabout a singlereligion.
Sinclair get a lot of inquiries about. every stores all over America, Britain and
gave Christianity a minus in this equa- known social club and I simply cannot Western Europe.
cover it all in this document.
One of the distributors of such
tion.
The Threefold Movement started literature was the American Society
Madame Sun Yat Sen. Madame
Sun Yat Sen was the wife of a Red by Charles Weller and Das Gupta in for Cultural Relations with Soviet
Chinese Communist who rose to be 1924 held meetings all over Britain Russia. The First World Congress of
come the first Communist President and America. By 1925 they had held the Fellowship of Faiths in the U.S.
of China. Madame Sun Yat Sen was 253 meetings, one of which was in was organized by Jane Addams and
a staunch supporter of the American London under the Presidency of Dr. held in Chicago in 1933.
Norwood of the City Temple. Thinly.
One of the principal speakers at
Civil Liberties Union.
It becomes clear from the ‘mem- veiled attacks on Christianity were that very Congress was Bishop Montbership of the League of Neighbours usually delivered at these meetings, gomery Brown, an Atheist and Na. that this was no organization
devot& although some of them had as their tional Chairman of the Communist
farther back than Wilson. We shall
simplydeal with Wilson for that is the
subject in point. Woodrow Wilson
had a magnificent passion for affairs
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Workers International Relief and a member of fifty other Communist organizations. Bishop Brown was a keynote
speaker and coming up we shall share
extracts from at least one of his speeches.
Dharma, allow us a break at this
point. We will take up right here when
we sit again. Thank you.
Hato~ to clear and give appreciation for the assistance and sharing of
ones who already bear such heavy loads
as purpose bursts forth. Lay your foundations well, chelas, for when the purpose is unfolded--the load can he mammoth. Bepatient in your unfoldment so
that your roots are true and strong and
choices well-made and stable.
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